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This study focuses on the reaction in the United

States to Jay's Treaty, 1794-96. Though crucial in the

development of American diplomacy, the treaty's greatest

impact was on the domestic politics of the young nation.

The most important sources were the correspondence of

the participants. Other materials include newspapers, dia-

ries, government documents, and secondary sources. The

thesis argues that the treaty was in the best interests of

the United States, and the nation was fortunate to be led

at this time by the Federalist party.
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND AND NEGOTIATIONS

When John Jay traveled to London to negotiate with

British leaders in 1794, he could not have known that the

negotiations and the treaty they prduced would comprise one

of the momentous events of early American history. In the

immediate sense, the treaty established rules of trade, made

provisions for the settlement of longstanding disputes, and,

most important, probably prevented a war between the two

nations.

But the larger significance of the treaty--and the

American acceptance of it--far transcended the era. It was,

for example, the single event most closely associated with

the rise of political parties in the United States.1

Secondly, the treaty established a vital precedent concern-

ing the extent to which the legislature could intervene in

the diplomatic process. Having acquiesced in the Senate's

slight revision of the original treaty, the executive branch

firmly resisted encroachment by the House of Representatives.
2

1Richard E. Welch, Theodore Sedgwick, Federalist: A
Political Portrait (Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan
University Press, 1965), p. 141.

2Dexter Perkins, The American Approach to Foreign
Policy (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962) , p. 189.

1
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Finally, the treaty established the legitimacy of American

foreign policy. Far from being an ideal document, it was

proof, nevertheless, that the United States could secure

concessions from a major power.3 In the opinion of one his-

torian, the Jay treaty ranks second only to the federal

Constitution as a basic document of American independence.
4

This independence was to be a basic tenet in American for-

eign policy for more than 100 years.

The circumstances which occasioned Jay's mission had

origins dating back to 1783. Immediately after the signing

of the Treaty of Paris in that year, Great Britain placed

crippling restrictions on American traders, allowing the

importation of raw materials but permitting no manufactured

goods to enter.5 Disputes arose also over the issue of

British compensation for American slaves carried off during

the Revolutionary War. The treaty clearly stated that dur-

ing the evacuation from American soil, the British were not

to consfiscate slaves or other property. Despite protests,

the British did not comply. Americans, however, were also

3 Bradford Perkins, The First Rapprochement: England

and the United States 1795-1805 (Philadelphia: University

of Pennsylvania Press, 1955), p. 5.

4Richard W. Van Alstyne, The Rising American Empire

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1960), p. 83.

5 Samuel Flagg Bemis, Jay's Treaty: A Study in

Commerce and Diplomacy, 2nd ed. rev. (New Haven: Yale

University Press, 1962), p. 30.
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guilty of violating the treaty. Many citizens, principally

in the southern states, refused to repay loans or other

obligations which had been incurred before the Revolution.

The treaty stated that British creditors were to meet no

impediments in recovering their debts.

These rifts, in turn, gave the British an excuse to

retain seven military and trading posts clearly within

American territory. The treaty called for evacuation of the

posts, but it set no precise time for completion of the pro-

cess. British fur traders, who had built a lucrative busi-

ness in this area, were reluctant to leave.

Much of the problem could be traced to American impo-

tence, political as well as military.6 Under the Articles

of Confederation, the United States could not enforce its

own policy concerning private debts to the British. Great

Britain did not feel compelled to justify its failure to

observe the treaty, for its government merely had to call

attention to American violations. When the United States,

under the federal Constitution, gained central control over

its foreign affairs, the first foreign policy goal of

6lbid., p. 27.

7A. L. Burt, The United States, Great Britain, and
North America From the Revolution to the Establishment of
Peace After the War of 1812 (New York: Russell & Russell,
1961), p. 99.
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President George Washington was to improve relations with

England. Great Britain, sensing that the United States was

a more formidable adversary, opened diplomatic relations in

1791 by sending George Hammond as minister plenipotentiary.

Yet relations with Great Britain did not improve sig-

nificantly. As an ally of France since 1778 the United

States was obligated to provide urgently needed goods to

France and French colonial ports. To destroy this trade,

which aided its enemy, Britain invoked the "Rule of 1756,"

whereby trade prohibited in time of peace could not be

opened in time of war. While the American trade with France

fit into this category, trade with French colonies did not.

The United States was, in effect, walking a tight-

rope--attempting to maintain a precarious peace with both

European powers.8 New British Orders in Council made peace

seem unlikely. In addition to the crackdown on American

merchantmen, the seizure of ships, and the impressment of

seamen, Britons were also accused of provoking the Indians

of the frontier into stiffening their resistance to American

expansion. The concern in this respect was the possibility

that Indian hostilities might touch off an Anglo-American

conflict. 9

8Bemis, Jay's Treaty, p. 185.

9J. Leitch Wright, Jr., Britain and The American

Frontier, 1783 -1815 (Atlanta: University of Georgia Press,
1975), p. 67.
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The two nations stood on the verge of war. One reason

it did not take place was that Anglo-American trade was

profitable for both nations. Another is that the Federal-

ists controlled the United States Senate, and, following the

resignation of Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson, domi-

nated the executive branch as well. The Federalists favored

a special mission to London to seek an amicable settlement.

The person most responsible for this decision was

Alexander Hamilton. As Secretary of the Treasury, Hamilton

had long been the driving force in the Washington administra-

tion and was the unchallenged spokesman for the pro-British

faction. The most far-sighted of the early national leaders,

Hamilton had carefully developed a plan for the future of

American commerce. In his prospectus, the interests of

American businessmen were to be intimately tied with the

interests of the government. The merchants who sold raw

goods to Great Britain in exchange for manufactured goods

were particularly important. This trade alone accounted for

most of the tariff revenues needed to operate the government.

The importance of the British trade led Hamilton to pursue

a pro-British foreign policy.1 0

This theory found favor with George Washington, but

the president rejected Hamilton's offer that the treasury

1 0 John R. Nelson, Jr., "Alexander Hamilton and American

Manufacturing: A Reexamination," Journal of American History
65 (1979) :973.
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secretary serve as special envoy to Great Britain. From

Hamilton's point of view, however, Chief Justice John Jay

was the second best choice. Though he had expressed total

confidence in the chief justice, Hamilton had no intention

of stepping aside. Jay was an experienced diplomat but

was also one who would accept Hamilton's primacy.

Actually Jay suffered from the same disadvantages as

Hamilton. He was a staunch Federalist and Anglophile and a

man who lacked public confidence.12 Members of the pro-

French Republican faction were especially offended by his

appointment. Washington's options were limited, however,

Jay's past experience in foreign affairs, including the

treaty negotiations in Paris, 1782-83 and his secretaryship

of the Foregin Affairs Committee in the Confederation gov-

ernment probably tipped the balance in his favor.13

The chief justice was clearly distressed by the vola-

tile situation. "Great Britain has acted unwisely and

"1Hamilton to George Washington, 14 April 1794,

Alexander Hamilton, The Papers of Alexander Hamilton, ed.

Harold C. Syrett, 25 vols. (New York: Columbia University

Press, 1961-79), 16:278-79.

1 2 Alexander DeConde, Entangling Alliances: Politics

and Diplomacy Under George Washington (Durham, N.C.: Duke

University Press, 1958) , p. 102.

13Frank Monaghan, John Jay (New York: The Bobbs-

Merrill Company, 1935), p. 367; see also John Jay, Diary

During the Peace Negotiations of 1782, ed. Frank Monaghan,

(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1934).
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unjustly," he wrote in March 1794, "and there is some danger

of our acting intemperately."1 4 When the president offered

him the assignment, he felt he had an opportunity to avert

a war.15 The instructions for the mission were issued over

the signature of Secretary of State Edmund Randolph, but

Hamilton actually drew them up. Four items were of utmost

importance: compensation for recent seizures; evacuation

of the northern posts; compensation for slaves; and a new

commercial treaty.16 Jay was instructed not to do anything

which would violate treaty obligations to France.

The chief justice sailed in the spring and arrived in

London in June 1794. At first glance the American position

at this time appeared strong. British merchants feared the

loss in trade which war would produce, underscoring

Hamilton's contention that the United States was, in a com-

mercial sense, more important to Great Britain than any

other country.17 Customs receipts for the years 1788-1794,

discovered since in the British public records office show

14 Jay to Mrs. Jay, 10 March 1794, John Jay, The
Correspondence and Public Paper of John Jay, ed. Henry P.
Johnston, 4 vols. (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1893),
3:3.

15 Jay to Mrs. Jay, 15 April 1794, ibid., p. 4.

16 Forrest McDonald, The Presidency of George Washington
(Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1974), p. 142.

1 7 Hamilton to Jay, 6 May 1794, Alexander Hamilton, The
Papers of Alexander Hamilton, ed. Harold C. Syrett, 25 vols.
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1961-77), 16:383.
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that not only was the United States Great Britain's best

customer, but that its percentage of the total British trade

increased annually.18 Aside from the commercial aspects, a

conflict was strategically undesirable. Already embroiled

in a war with France, and with disturbing reports arriving

about an armed neutrality league which would include Sweden,

Denmark, and perhaps the United States, Britain was not

anxious to make America its enemy.

These factors did perhaps persuade British leaders to

receive Jay in a spirit of accommodation.'9 In fact, how-

ever, the United States did not enter the negotiations with

a strong bargaining position. In the first place, Great

20Britain was militarily strong. In addition William

Wyndham, Baron Grenville, the British Foreign secretary,

perceived that Sweden and Denmark were not viable military

21threats. In any event, Hamilton took the sting out of the

threat of an armed neutrality by revealing to Hammond that

the United States had no intention of joining this league,

an imprudent course of action for which some historians have

judged him harshly. Samuel Flagg Bemis has observed, "If

18
Bemis, Jay's Treaty, pp. 47-48.

19 DeConde, Entangling Alliances, pp. 119-20.

20John C. Miller, The Federalist Era 1789-1801 (New
York: Harper and Row, 1960), p. 164.

2 1 Jerald A. Combs, The Jay Treaty: Political Battle-
ground of the Founding Fathers (Berkeley: U:niversity of
California Press, 1970), p. 148.
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there remained any nervousness on Grenville's part lest

American accession should stiffen the Armed Neutrality,

Alexander Hamilton's assurance to Hammond in Philadelphia

had quieted that. He now knew every one of the cards."
2 2

Finally, the British were aware that British trade was as

vital to America as it was to them.

Grenville and Jay undertook the talks in an amiable

atmosphere. Jay communicated to Washington his belief that

the mercantile grievances would be redressed. He considered

as "inconclusive" the rumors that the northern posts would

never be surrendered.23 As might have been expected, the

British knew of Jay's friendliness and attempted to culti-

vate that feeling.2 The graciousness with which Jay con-

ducted himself indicates almost a reverence for propriety.

In dealing with Lord Grenville and usually in his letters to

George Washington, he effected a statesmanlike demeanor.

Privately Jay was in a state of anxiety. Obviously on the

defensive, he feared Great Britain and was haunted by the

95

possibility of a breakdown in negotiations.2' He was furi-

ous at pro-French Americans who he believed were undermining

22 Bemis, Jay's Treaty, p. 344.

2 3 Jay to George Washington, 23 June 1794, Jay Papers,

3:26.

2 4Combs, The Jay Treaty, p. 150.

2 5 Jay to Alexander Hamilton, 16 August 1794, Hamilton

Papers, 17:97.
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his mission. His special anathema was James Monroe, then

residing in Paris as the American minister to France. Jay

complained to the president that Monroe's pro-French

speeches caused a "disagreeable sensation" in England.26

Nevertheless, as October passed, Jay was cautiously

optimistic.27 Finally, in November, the negotiations ended

with a treaty. "In my opinion," wrote Jay, "we have reason

to be satisfied."28 The final treaty stipulated that the

British were to leave the northern posts by June 1796. Com-

pensation for spoliations were referred, along with other

outstanding disputes, to the arbitration of joint commis-

sions. The provisions of the commercial treaty, restrictive

from the American viewpoint, were included in the twelfth

article.

To gain these objectives, Jay abandoned the American

concept of maritime principles. He acquiesced in the "Rule

of 1756" and in a broad definition of contraband by the

British. In a vaguely defined phrase, provisions were held

to be illegal when carried in neutral ships to enemy ports,

and Great Britain was granted a "most favored nation

2 6 Jay to Washington, 13 October 1794, ibid., 3:88.

2 7Jay to Edmund Randolph, 29 October 1794, ibid.,
p. 124.

2 8Jay to Oliver Ellsworth, 19 November 1794, ibid.,
p. 132.
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status." More seriously, there were two key omissions. The

treaty made no mention of impressment or of compensation for

confiscated slaves. 2 9

One scholar has called the provisions "a complete tri-

umph for British diplomacy" and blamed the American envoy

for the mission's failure.30 This writer, however, believes

that too much has been made of John Jay' s conduct in the

negotiations. Another historian hinted that a different

emissary, "less pro-British, abler, more audacious," might

have done better.31 Bradford Perkins, a formidable author-

ity on Anglo-American relations, states, "An important

concession was made to John Jay with regard to trade with

India, a partial one respecting the British West Indies,

leading the historian to wonder if greater gains might not

have been secured by a more astute negotiator than the Chief

2 9 Miller, Federalist Era, pp. 164-65. Most favored
nation status grants to a nation such privileges as may be
granted to third nations.

3 0 Raymond Walters, Albert Gallatin: Jeffersonian
Financier and Diplomat (New York: The Macmillan Co. , 1957),
p. 96.

3 1 James T. Flexner, George Washington: Anguish and
Farewell (1793-1799) (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co.,
1969) , p. 206.
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Justice."32 Even Jay's principal biographer, while praising

other virtues, suggests that he lacked the keenest skill in

diplomacy.

But in all probability, Jay's shortcomings did not

play a major role. Certainly Lord Grenville would not have

negotiated with a hostile envoy. As the talks unfolded,

less probably depended on the diplomatic skills of the par-

ticipants than on the realities of international politics.

Great Britain simply had more bargaining power.

One need only examine the treaty to realize that its

major importance is not to be found in the merits of the

respective articles. Not even a Federalist dominated Senate

would accept the commercial treaty. The treaty did not men-

tion the impressment of American sailors.34 It similarly

ignored the issues of abducted slaves and Indian hostility.

The failure of the treaty to gain concessions on these mat-

ters made the hostile public reaction understandable.

The major significance of the treaty lay in its very

existence, even if it was unsatisfactory in every particu-

lar. Yet the treaty meant nothing until the United States

3 2 Bradford Perkins, The First Rapprochement: England

and the United States 1795-1805 (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 1955), p. 17.

3 3Monaghan, John Jay, p. 382.

34 Bemis, Jay's Treaty, p.358.
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accepted it. The battle over ratification would take more

than a year and would have a profound impact not only on

American foreign policy but on domestic politics. The most

important episode in the saga of Jay's treaty was yet to

come.



CHAPTER II

RATIFICATION

The American copy of the "Treaty of Amity and Com-

merce" did not arrive in Philadelphia until March 7, 1795.

It was expected much earlier, sometime in late December, but

the hazards of eighteenth century travel and a series of

unfortunate coincidences caused a delay. Initially, two

copies were sent aboard an American ship, but when a French

privateer attacked, the crew threw both copies overboard to

avoid capture. A third copy was then dispatched, only to

have high winds throw the ship carrying it off course. The

ship took three months to reach the United States, landing

in Norfolk, Virginia. When the harried journey to Philadel-

phia began, the action verged on comedy. The appointed mes-

senger mounted a horse that died after one day's hard riding.

Having difficulty finding another, he took a stagecoach

until he finally secured another horse, which carried him the

rest of the way to Philadelphia. Riding a horse in Pennsyl-

vania during the coldest part of the year was then a brutal

1 Annapolis Maryland Gazette, 11 December 1794.

14
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experience. The rider arrived in the capital with frostbit-

ten hands and feet. It had been nearly four months since

the document started its journey.2

From England, Lord Grenville expressed his displeasure

at having received no confirmation that the treaty had

arrived, thinking it unlikely that "all three Conveyances

should have miscarried."3 Actually, the entire episode was

fairly innocent, except that in the United States there

began to be revealed an unmistakable and apparently perma-

nent division of public opinion.

Ominously, this division was increasingly exacerbated

by newspaper editors throughout the nation. A highly parti-

san press was prevalent before, but in the debate over the

Jay treaty, newspaper criticism became unusually strident.

Most vocal by far was the leading Republican journal of the

day, the Philadelphia Aurora and General Advertiser, edited

by Benjamin Franklin Bache, grandson of Benjamin Franklin.

Though more vociferous than most, Bache was like many edi-

tors whose campaign of propaganda possessed the fervor of a

2Jerald A. Combs, The Jay Treaty: Political Battle-
ground of the Founding Fathers (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1970), p. 160.

3Lord Grenville to George Hammond, 15 April 1795,
Bernard Mayo, ed., Instructions to the British Ministers to
the United States 1791-1812 (1941; reprint ed., New York:
De Capo Press, 1961), p. 80.
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religious crusade. Another vocal journalist was William

Cobbett, "Peter Porcupine" of Porcupine's Gazette, called by

one recent scholar "the most vicious journalist of the

day." 5 They were relentless in their attacks on the admini-

stration. Nor was there any professional respect accorded

to rival newspapers. Republican editors viewed Federalist

newspapers as sychophantic administration spokesmen. The

Aurora charged that "the Gazette of the United States, the

[Boston] Columbian Sentinel, and [Philadelphia] Minerva

inculcate a maxim for America--passive obedience and blind

submission. "6

Thus in the absence of reliable data, newspapers

argued on the basis of rumor and speculation. A letter pub-

lished in the Annapolis Maryland Gazette, for example, sur-

mised that the British had never had a tougher diplomat to

deal with than John Jay. Reliable sources claimed that the

chief justice had obtained the privilege of trade with the

West Indies for ships weighing up to 120 tons.7 The Aurora

4 James D. Tagg, "Benjamin Franklin Bache's Attack on

George Washington," Pennsylvania Magazine of History and
Biography 30 (1976) :227.

5Ibid., p. 204.

6 Philadelphia Aurora and General Advertiser, 8

January 1795.

7Maryland Gazette, 8 January 1795.
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responded to this exaggerated claim that the West Indies

were absolutely dependent upon the United States, that

America could dictate its own regulations, and therefore,

any treaty was superfluous.8 This matter of stretching the

truth was distressing to many patriots. From Connecticut,

Hartford businessman and former Congressman Jeremiah Wads-

worth complained to Alexander Hamilton that men in every

part of his state were misrepresenting the treaty. He was

referring principally to the Hartford Connecticut Courant,

which circulated "to ye extremity of Vermont."9

The bitterness towards John Jay did not disappear,

fulfilling Gouverneur Morris's inauspicious prophecy that

the treaty would "hang about Mr. Jay's neck like a millstone

in his political voyages."10 Republicans persisted with

the familiar criticism that the whole mission was inappro-

priate and that Jay's manner, in particular, had been outra-

geous. They jeered at the lavish parties that Jay had

attended and wondered how anyone could feel "any relish for

unmeaning compliments from the persons by whome they have

8Aurora, 12 June 1795.

9Dictionary of American Biography, s.v. "Wadsworth,
Jeremiah"; Wadsworth to Alexander Hamilton, 11-12 July 1795,
Hamilton Papers.

10Diary of Gouverneur Morris, 14 June 1795, Anne Cary
Morris, ed., The Diary and Letters of Gouverneur Morris
(1888: reprint ed., New York: De Capo Press, 1970),
p. 91.
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been injured."1 Congressman James Madison of Virginia, who

was fast becoming the spokesman for the national Jefferson-

ian party, thought Jay guilty of blind partiality regarding

Great Britain and "vindictive sensations" towards France.12

Some of this belligerence had receded by the time the

Senate began its hearings. Time had run out on the regular

session of Congress, necessitating a special session which

commenced on June 8. In the interim, George Washington

wisely kept the contents of the treaty to himself. His pur-

pose in doing so is not known, but it is clear that the

president studiously avoided any reference to the treaty in

his correspondence. In fact, the letters he wrote between

March 7 and June 8, 1795, concerned private matters almost

exclusively. He made clear his instructions that the barn-

yard at Mount Vernon be enclosed with a posts and rails

fence; he expressed his desire to see the man punished who

had robbed the meathouse; he calculated in great detail the

number of bricks required to build a barn. But the presi-

dent did not officially mention the treaty. Perhaps, with

the adjournment of Congress, he believed that the pace of

political life should be relaxed somewhat. Yet this

1 1Aurora, 18 November 1794.

1 2Madison to Robert R. Livingston, 10 August 1795,

James Madison, The Writings of James Madison, ed. Gaillard
Hunt, 14 vols. (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1900), 5:4.
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interpretation underestimates Washington. Given the intense

interest he displayed during the negotiations and afterwards

as well, the three-month silence cannot be attributed simply

to lack of interest or to a desire for a brief respite from

the cares of office. More than likely, he was aware of how

volatile this issue really was, and he believed that if he

kept a low profile, the initial resentment would fade. If

so, his strategy was successful. Although Federalist lead-

ers grew impatient during the time they spent waiting for

the treaty to arrive, the delay served them well.13

On neither side of the Atlantic was there any action

taken during the winter of 1794-95, and like a fire without

wood, the opposition temporarily ran out of fuel. Men

stopped discussing the treaty at such length, and newspapers

did not spotlight it as they did before March. Still there

was fear that many men would induce the Senate to reject the

treaty. Perhaps because of this, senators were forbidden

to divulge the treaty's contents. Secrecy was not a good

strategy to employ. Though Washington had kept the treaty

recondite for months, this same action by the United States

1 3George Washington to William Pearce, 10 May 1795,

George Washington, The Writings of George Washington, ed.

John C. Fitzpatrick, 39 vols. (Washington, D.C.: United

States Government Printing Office, 1931-40), 34:193; ibid.,
p. 221.

1 4 Rufus King to Christopher Gore, 14 February 1795,

Rufus King, The Life and Correspondence of Rufus King, ed.

Charles R. King, 6 vols. (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons,
1900), 5:4.
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Senate prompted howls of protest. "What a mystery of Repub-

licanism!" exclaimed a correspondent of the Aurora. "There

can be little doubt that the treaty is highly exceptionable,

and if the Senate expects, by means of secrecy, to cram it

down our throats, they may mistake their object." 1 5

Alexander Hamilton pointed out to administration officials

that secrecy led to just this sort of accusation: "I find

the non publication of the Treaty is working as I expected

that is giving much scope to misrepresentation. "16 Inevit-

ably, the press learned what was in the treaty. An indis-

creet senator, Stevens Thomson Mason of Virginia, smuggled

a copy to the Aurora. Bache's paper printed an abstract,

then, a few days later, the whole text.

Despite the leak, the Senate defeated two official

motions to lift the "yoke of secrecy. "17 In fact, the Fed-

eralists were in control of events during the entire ses-

sion. On Wesdnesday June 17, New York Senator Rufus King

introduced a motion consisting of two parts or paragraphs.

The first section approved of all of the treaty except that

1 5William Bradford to Alexander Hamilton, 21 May 1795,

Hamilton Papers, 18:312.

16
Aurora, 16 June 1795.

17 Hamilton to Oliver Wolcott, Jr., 30 June 1795,
Hamilton Papers, 18:393.
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part of Article XII which dealt with trade in the British

West Indies. The second recommended further negotiations on

this subject.18

18U.S., Congress, Senate, Annals, 3d Cong., 2d sess.,

8, 12 June 1795, p. 855; Ibid., 17 June 1795, p. 859.

Article XII stated, "His Majesty Consents that it shall be

lawful, during the time hereinafter Limited, for the Citi-

zens of the United States, to carry to any of His Majesty's

Islands and Ports in the West Indies from the United States

in their own Vessels, not being above the burthen of Seventy

Tons, any Goods or Merchandizes, being of the Growth, Manu-

facture, or Produce of the said States, which it is, or may
be lawful to carry to the said Islands or Ports from the

said States in British Vessels, and that the said American

Vessels shall be subject there to no other or higher Tonnage

Duties or Charges, than shall be payable on the like Arti-

cles, if imported there from the said States in British ves-

sels.
"And His Majesty also consents that it shall be lawful

for the said American Citizens to purchase, load and carry

away, in their said vessels to the United States from the

said Islands and Ports, all such articles being of the

Growth, Manufacture or Produce of the said Islands, as may

now by Law be carried thence to the said States in British

Vessels, and subject only to the same Duties and Charges on

Exportation to which British Vessels and their Cargoes are

or shall be subject to other or higher Duties of Charges,

than shall be payable on the same articles if so imported or

exported in American Vessels.
"It is agreed that this Article, and every Matter and

Thing therein contained, shall continue to be in Force, dur-

ing the Continuance of the war in which His Majesty is now

engaged; and also for Two years from and after the Day of

the signature of the Preliminary or other Articles of Peace

by which the same may be terminated.
"And it is further agreed that at the expiration of

the said Term, the Two Contracting Parties will endeavour

further to regulate their Commerce in this repsect, accord-

ing to the situation in which His Majesty may then find

Himself with respect to the West Indies, and with a. view to

such Arrangements, as may best conduce to the mutual advan-

tage and extension of Commerce. And the said Parties. will

then also renew their discussions, and endeavour to agree,

whether in any and what cases Neutral Vessels shall protect

Enemy's property; and in what cases provisions and other

articles. not generally Contraband many become such. But: in
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To New York's other senator, Aaron Burr, this proposi-

tion was not acceptable. He introduced a motion raising

objections to almost all the treaty's articles, reserving

his strongest language for Article VI: "That the value of

the negroes and other property carried away contrary to the

7th article of the Treaty of 1783, and the loss and damages

sustained by the United States by the detentionof the

posts, be paid for by the British government."19 The motion

failed by a twenty to ten margin. On June 23, Senator Jacob

Read of South Carolina put forward a more serious proposal.

He accepted the first paragraph of King's motion, but for

the second paragraph substituted an objection to British

failure to compensate owners for the stolen slaves. This

motion, unencumbered by the harsh language which character-

ized Burr's, had considerable support, particularly among

southerners, but it narrowly failed, fifteen to twenty.2 0

On June 24, Republicans raised one last desparate pro-

test. Henry Tazewell of Virginia denounced the treaty in

even more forceful language than Burr. Among other criti-

cism, he claimed that it violated state's rights and that

the mean time their Conduct towards each other in these

respects, shall be regulated by the articles hereinafter

inserted on those subjects.

19Ibid.

2 0 Ibid., p. 862.
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its commercial provisions "will operate ruinously to the

American commerce and navigation."21 The Senate finally

voted on the original motion by King, including the suspen-

sion of Article XII. The final vote was twenty to ten in

favor of ratification. The Federalists had achieved the

necessary two-thirds margin with not one vote to spare.

Inasmuch as the opposition was simply outnumbered, Senate

ratification was a relatively painless exercise, but Feder-

alist tacticians deserve credit for avoiding any blunder

which might have jeopardized the process. The motions pro-

posed by Burr and Tazewell, on the other hand, were rambling

and devoid of any concessions which would placate the trea-

ty's supporters. The probable result is that the potential

"swing vote," Read of South Carolina, sided with the major-

ity.

Read faced a cruel dilemma. As a southerner, he was

under considerable pressure to oppose John Jay's handiwork.

Indeed, his decision to vote yes contributed to his eventual

defeat in the election of 1800. Read however-had always

been a Federalist. While serving in the Continental

Congress, he had maintained a warm correspondence with such

21Ibid., 22 June 1795, p. 862.
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prominent officials as Washington and John Adams. His ties

to Federalism were evidently powerful.22 In any event, the

final tally was:

FOR

1. William Bingham, Pennsylvania
2. William Bradford, Rhode Island
3. George Cabot, Massachusetts
4. Oliver Ellsworth, Connecticut
5. Theodore Foster, Rhode Island
6. Frederick Frelinghuysen, New Jersey
7. James Gunn, Georgia
8. John Henry, Maryland
9. Rufus King, New York

10. Henry Latimer, Delaware
11. Samuel Livermore, New Hampshire
12. Humphrey Marshall, Kentucky
13. Elijah Paine, Vermont
14. Richard Potts, Maryland
15. Jacob Read, South Carolina
16. James Ross, Pennsylvania
17. John Rutherford, New Jersey
18. Caleb Strong, Massachusetts
19. Jonathan Trumbull, Connecticut
20. John Vining, Delaware

AGAINST

1. Timothy Bloodworth, North Carolina
2. John Brown, Kentucky
3. Aaron Burr, New York
4. Pierce Butler, South Carolina
5. James Jackson, Georgia
6. John Langdon, New Hampshire
7. Alexander Martin, North Carolina
8. Stevens Thomson Mason, Virginia
9. Moses Robinson, Vermont 23

10. Henry Taxewell, Virginia

2 2Dictionary of American Biography, s.v. "Read,
Jacob."

2 3 Senate, Annals, 3d. Cong., 2d sess., 22 June 1795,
p. 862.
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To some, the ratification was a "source of pleasing

sensations and a cause of mutual congratulations to all sin-

cere lovers of their country." 2 4  To many, nevertheless, the

battle was not over. The Republicans had failed to block

Senate ratification, and now they vigorously pressured

President Washington. Their forum was a series of town

meetings in which citizens drew up petitions to send to the

president. John Swanwick of Pennsylvania, a Federalist

turned Republican, organized two meetings of the "Citizens

of Philadelphia" against the Jay treaty on July 23 and 25.

Declaring that all of the advantages were on the side of

Great Britain, he became a member of the committee to pre-

pare a memorial to Washington, conveying the anti-treaty

sentiments of the city.25 A petition circulating in South-

ern New Jersey politely suggested to Washington that the

treaty did not "afford to the citizens of these states such

terms as they ought to accept. "2 6 Still another protest

came from Burke County, Georgia, where citizens insisted

that the "principles" of the treaty were "altogether deroga-

tory to the Honor and Interest and happiness of the good

2 4 Boston Columbian Centinel, 4 July 1795.

2 5 Roland M. Baumann, "John Swanwick: Spokesman for
'Merchant Republicanism' in Philadelphia, 1790-1798,"
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 27 (1973):
167; Hamilton to Rufus King, 11 June 1795, Hamilton Papers,
18:371.

26 Reported in Maryland Gazette, 23 July 1795.
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People of the United States."27 Courtly language did not

always prevail as one particularly bitter episode illus-

trates. At a meeting in Philadelphia, Hamilton attempted to

break up a fight between Commodore James Nicholson and a

protagonist. Nicholson, a retired naval captain who had

fought with distinction in the Revolutionary War, was a

fanatical Republican. The father-in-law of Albert Gallatin

of Pennsylvania, he was also a frequent host to Burr and

Thomas Jefferson. The sight of Hamilton evidently aroused

the elderly man's fighting instincts. After harsh words,

Nicholson accused Hamilton of having once before declined an

"interview," or duel. This degrading insult led Hamilton

formally to challenge Nicholson to a duel. A series of

written exchanges followed with each party appearing to lose

interest as the days passed. The duel was never fought.2 8

Nowhere was anti-treaty sentiment stronger than in

Charleston, South Carolina.2 9 Charlestonians were incensed

by the treaty's failure to compensate them for their lost

27
Daniel Emanuel to Washington, 27 August 1795, George

Washington Papers, Library of Congress, Washington D.C. (on
microfilm, North Texas State University).

28Milton Halsey Thomas, "Alexander Hamilton's Unfought
Duel of 1795," Pennsylvania Magazine of History and
Biography 68 (1954):342; Hamilton to James Nicholson,
20 July 1795, Hamilton Papers, 18:47.

2 9 Alexander DeConde, Entangling Alliances: Politics
and Diplomacy Under George Washington (Durham, N.C.: Duke
University Press, 1958), p. 128.
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slaves. The South, as a section, also owed the largest

debts to British citizens, and by the treaty's stipulations,

Americans were required to repay these debts in their

entirety. As they had during the stamp act crisis,

Charlestonians reacted with violence. Spurred on by the

most vociferous town meetings of any city, the mob erected

gallows, where they hanged in effigy not only Jay, but John

Adams, Timothy Pickering, and "his satanic majesty." Sena-

tor Read had his house threatened. Angry citizens dragged

the British flag through the streets and burned it in front

of the home of the British consul.3 0

Arch-Federalists, the most extreme members of the

party were deeply troubled by the campaign against Jay's

treaty. They feared, with some plausibility, that the popu-

lar appeal of this cause would move from the major cities

into a widespread and irrestible protest.31 To counter this

possibility, Hamilton, under the pseudonym Camillus, wrote a

series of newspaper articles defending the pact. Powerful

as they were, however, the early installments of Defence were

3 0 George C. Rogers, Jr., Evolution of a Federalist:

William Loughton Smith of Charleston (1758-1812) (Columbia,
S.C.: University of South Carolina Press, 1972), p. 276.
Claims vary, but a committee of Glasgow merchants asserted
that the total, with nineteen years interest, was 3,000,000

sterling. This was probably exagerated. More realistic
figures were given for Virginia ( 275,000) and Maryland
( 148,000), respectively, with no interest computed.

3 1 Wadsworth to Hamilton, 11-12 July 1795, Hamilton
Papers, 18:460.
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merely a spur to a grassroots Federalist counterattack that

was already quietly underway.

There is evidence to suggest that anti-treaty feeling

was not nearly so pervasive as it appeared or was made to

appear. In Boston, where the selectmen had sent to the

president a petition of protest, a large majority of the

chamber of commerce was, by mid-July, in favor.32 Stephen

Higginson, in a letter to Secretary of War Pickering, added

that at least 90 percent of the shipowners and navigators of

that city had signed a petition, protesting the "doings" of

the Republicans.33 Pickering himself talked to a Philadel-

phia merchant, who informed him that the other merchants in

the city were satisfied with the treaty's provisions.3 4

In effect, would-be supporters of the treaty were in

the peculiar position of having to "come out of the closet,"

and this accounted for the tardiness of their support.

Republicans had been so noisy in their excoriations that

they had intimidated their opponents into silence. Mer-

chants and lukewarm Federalists did not fear physical

reprisal but rather the stigma of being identified with a

32 George Cabot to Rufus King, 14 July 1795, King
Correspondence, 5:24.

33
Stephen Higginson to Timothy Pickering, 3 July 1795,

Timothy Pickering Papers, M ssachusetts Historical Society,
Boston (on microfilm, North Texas State University).

3 4 Pickering to George Washington, 27 July 1795, ibid.
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subversive document. Even when the merchants of Newbury-

port, Massachusetts, declared their support, they declined

to publicly praise John Jay for fear of arousing the wrath

of the townspeople.35 From the Republican perspective,

Madison phrased it most eloquently. "In short," he wrote,

"it appeared for a while that the latent party in favor of

the Treaty, were struck dumb by the voice of the Nation., 3 6

In addition to being cowed, Federalists were slow to

warm to the treaty for another reason: most of them were

quite disappointed in it. A case in point was. Williams

Vans Murray of Maryland, American minister to the Nether-

lands and an experienced diplomat. Murray was a Federalist

at heart, but he engaged in much soul-searching before he

came to a final opinion. He sympathized with shipowners

who would experience long delays while maritime greivances

were decided by arbitration commissions, though he reasoned

that this would probably be preferable to having them set-

tled in British courts. Murray was thoroughly dissatisfied

with Jay's failure to secure adequate compensation for the

captured slaves. But the greatest defect of the treaty,

from his point of view, was the liberal interpretation of.

3 5 George Cabot to King, 14 July 1795, King
Correspondence, 5:24.

3 6 Madison to James Monroe, 20 December 1795, Madison
Writings, 5:258.
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contraband that Jay had agreed to. Sails, cordage, ship

timber, and other items vital to American trade 
were on the

list. Murray weighed these disadvantages against the bene-

fits of the peace he thought the treaty would bring and
37.

became one of the treaty's most important defenders. 
His

plight was the same as many other Federalists. 
In sum, they

recognized the treaty as necessary, even 
vital, but none

could espouse it with the enthusiasm the Republicans 
dis-

played in their opposition.

Still the supporters eventually came forth. Two rea-

sons may be assigned to their emergence. First, there was

an unfeigned concern about the violence of the Republican

demonstrations. Federalists, the preservers of order and

rationality, had no patience with rowdyism. As George Cabot

stated, "All society is full of combustible materials and a

flame once lighted easily produces a general conflagra-

tion."38 Some of the most "combustible materials" were to

be found in Charleston, and one untimely event illustrates

why the happenings in this city were the source 
of such

dreadful anxiety. Following the unexpected resignation of

Jay, Washington offered the chief justiceship to John

37Peter P. Hill, William Vans Murrary, Federalist:

The Shaping of Peace With France, 1797-1801 (Syracuse, N.Y:

Syracuse University Press, 1971), p. 26.

3 8George Cabot to Rufus King, 7 July 1795, King

Correspondence, 5:21-22.
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Rutledge, a South Carolina Federalist.39 Rutledge accepted,

but Washington soon had reason to be embarrassed and dis-

mayed by his choice. Only a few days later, Rutledge lent

his oratorical powers to an anti-treaty rally and touched

off a near-riot. His biographer calls this an example of

"judicial tactlessness," but it was more than tactless--it

created a national sensation.4 0  For some Federalists,

Rutledge's tirade represented evidence that the strength of

the Republicans was spreading to uncommitted would-be Fed-

eralists and would require great strength to oppose. 41 U.S.

Attorney General William Bradford called Rutledge "crazy."42

Indeed, although Rutledge served briefly in the capacity of

chief justice, the senate rejected his nomination on the

grounds of insanity.4 3  Jefferson wrote at this time, "The

rejection of Mr. Rutledge by the Senate is a bold thing;

because they cannot pretend any objection to him but his

39 Washington to Randolph, 1 July 1795, Washington
Writings, 34:225.

40 Richard Barry, Mr. Rutledge of South Carolina (New
York: Dwell, Sloan, and Pearce, 1942), pp. 355-56.

41 Christopher Gore to Rufus King, 14 July 1795, King
Correspondence, 5:23.

42 William Bradford to Hamilton, 14 July 1795, Hamilton
Papers, 19:87.

43 Madison to Monroe, 20 December 1795, Madison
Writings, 5:262.
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44 Teei oeta ri
disapprobation of the treaty." There is more than a grain

of truth in this assertion. In their paranoia, Federalists

could scarcely distinguish between insanity and opposition

to Jay's treaty. To be fair, there were other indications

that Rutledge was perhaps unfit for the high court.45 But

the prospect of omob rule reinforced latent suspicions about

the influence of the French Revolution on American Republi-

canism. If France symbolized this type of government, the

type that encouraged civil disobedience, perhaps it was

advisable to establish closer ties with England.

Secondly, and more important, the belief that

Washington would sign the document made treaty support much

more acceptable. Hamilton and others were aware of their

reliance on Washington's popularity; his delay in signing

caused apprehension in their ranks. Christopher Gore

claimed that the treaty's former opponents were, by early

July, ready to lend their support, and Washington's dalli-

ance risked the loss of this support.
4 6

44Thomas Jefferson to W. B. Giles, 31 December 1795,

Thomas Jefferson, The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, ed.

Albert E. Bergh, 20 vols. (Washington, D.C.: Thomas

Jefferson Memorial Association of the United States,
1904-05) , 9:318.

4 5 Forrest McDonald, The Presidency of George

Washington (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1974),

p. 163. Rutledge was rumored to have been slightly demented

over his wife's recent death.

4 6Christopher Gore to King, 7 August 1795, King
Correspondence, 5:27.
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Actually the value of the president's prestige did not

warrant the optimism of the pro-treaty forces. Some evi-

dently desired not only his signature on the treaty but his

fervent active support as well. This was a futile hope.

Washington would have completely negated the advantage of

his popularity by adopting such a posture. Jay counseled

the Federalists, "The President should rarely come forward

except officially. A degree of reserve seems necessary to

the preservation of his dignity."
47

Washington, in fact, was extremely reluctant to sign

the treaty at all. Not a well-educated man, he sometimes

had difficulty grasping the nuances of international law and

generally relied on the interpretations of others. The

president bluntly admitted to Pickering that "party disputes

are now carried to that length, and truth is so enveloped in

mist, and false representation that it is extremely diffi-

48
cult to know which channel to seek it." A still ruder

shock awaited the chief executive as reports arrived that

Britain had begun seizing American ships carrying foodstuffs

to France. The president was furious. By no stretch of

the imagination could foodstuffs be considered contraband.

This violation was, to Washington's way of thinking, reason

enough to reevaluate his position entirely.

4 7 Jay to Pickering, 17 July 1795, Jay Papers,5:18
4 .

4 8Washington to Pickering, 27 July 1795, Washington
Writings, 34:351.
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At this crucial juncture, the president came to rely

more and more on the advice of Secretary of State Edmund

Randolph. Since the treaty debate in the Senate, Randolph's

influence on the president had increased steadily. With

Hamilton and Henry Knox having retired to private life, the

forty-one year old Randolph was the only member of the cab-

inet that Washington knew well, and as evidence of the

president's confidence, the two men decided, after the

treaty arrived in March, that only Randolph was to share the

knowledge of its contents with Washington. Now, Randolph's

advice was for Washington to refuse to sign until the sei-

zure order was rescinded.4 9 If this order were tolerated,

Randolph explained, the "torrent of invective from France

and our own countrymen will be immense."50 Washington was

not unduly concerned with public opinion, but he was trou-

bled by the thought of damaging relations with France.51 In

addition, he was impressed with the thoroughness of

4 9 James Monroe to Randolph, 17 May 1795, James Monroe,
The Writings of James Monroe, ed. Stanislaus Murray
Hamilton, 6 vols. (1900; reprint ed., New York: AMS Press,
1969), 7:257; John Garry Clifford, "A Muddy Middle of the
Road: The Politics of Edmund Randolph 1790-1795," Virginia
Magazine of History and Biography 80 (1972):304.

50Randolph to Washington, 12 July 1795, Edmund
Randolph, "Edmund Randolph on the British Treaty," ed.
Worthington C. Ford, American Historical Review 12 (1907):
599.

5 1 Washington to Hamilton, 29 July 1795, Washington
Papers, 34:262-63.
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52
Randolph's analysis, which took a pro and con form. Over

the objections of the arch-Federalist Pickering, the 
presi-

dent chose the course that Randolph advised.

Washington, to escape the miserable heat, retired to

Mount Vernon to relax for a few days, but on July 31, 1795,

the secretary of war issued, in a bold hand, a letter to the

president urging his immediate return 
to Philadelphia.53

Though he expressed "extreme solicitude," 
Pickering undoubt-

edly took malicious delight in prevailing upon Washington:

the secretary had evidence, proving to his satisfaction,

that Randolph was a traitor.

The charge arose from certain papers of "Citizen"

Joseph Fauchet, French minister to the United 
States. These

had been aboard the French ship Jean Bart and had been 
con-

fiscated by H.M.S. Cerberus. The dispatches seemed to

reveal a conspiracy by Randolph to divulge state secrets,

perhaps in return for a bribe, or at least such was inferred

from them. Briefly, the dispatch was a long discourse on

political conditions in America, supposedly based on infor-

mation supplied by Randolph. It indirectly accused Randolph

of soliciting a bribe in return for inducing other Americans

to put down the Whiskey Rebellion, which Randolph 
claimed

5 2 John J. Reardon, Edmund Randolph, A Biography (New

York: The Macmillan Publishing Co., 1974), p. 302.

5 3Pickering to Washington, 31 July 1795, Pickering

Papers.
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was British-inspired. This startling revelation caused

events to change course quickly. In a cabinet metting on

August 10, 1795, the president announced his intent to sign

Jay's treaty and the next day confronted a confused Randolph

with the stolen dispatches. The secretary of state abruptly

resigned.

This episode, of course, does not show Washington at

his best. There is little doubt that Randolph was indis-

creet, but the high Federalists had implicated Randolph, not

because he was a traitor, but because he had opposed the Jay

Treaty.54 Clearly Washington was manipulated by British

Minister George Hammond and by Secretaries Pickering and

Oliver Wolcott, Jr. The stolen papers had been sent to Lord

Grenville after they were captured. He, in turn, forwarded

them to Hammond for the purpose of gaining political lever-

age over certain American diplomats. Hammond was to use

this weapon at an opportune time, and when Randolph's influ-

ence appeared to be the single impediment to Washington's

signing, Hammond passed the documents to Secretary of the

Treasury Oliver Wolcott of Connecticut, who gave them to

Pickering. The two secretaries presented the evidence to

Washington in such a way as to convince him of a veritable

5 4 See Irving Brant, "Edmund Randolph, Not Guilty!"
William and Mary Quarterly 3d ser., 7 (1950):180-89.
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threat to the government.55 Their duplicity was made easier

by the secretary of state's lack of support within the gov-

ernment. Randolph, who was personally unpopular with almost

everyone of his acquaintances, had no defenders. The rela-

tionship with Washington was his only hold on public office.

When this bond was broken, Randolph's public career was

finished.56

Historians can only speculate about the effect of the

Randolph affair on Washington's decision. Jerald Combs,

currently the leading authority on this subject, is certain

that Washington was committed to the course of action that

he and Randolph had agreed upon. This conclusion is also

implied by Forrest McDonald in the most recent treatment of

the Washington presidency.57 The scandal thus assumes a

critical importance.

It seems more likely that the scandal had no practical

effect on the outcome. In support of his position, Combs

cites a letter from Washington to Randolph that bears

repeating at length: "My opinion respecting the treaty, is

the same now that it was: namely, not favorable to it, but

that it is better to ratify it in the manner the Senate have

5 5 DeConde, Entangling Alliances, pp. 119-20.

56Reardon, Edmund Randolph, p. 334.

57 Combs, The Jay Treaty, p. 166; McDonald, Presidency,
p. 165.
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advised (and with the reservation already mentioned), than

to suffer matters to remain as they are, unsettled."
5 8 The

phrase "with the reservation already mentioned" refers to

the lifting of the seizure order that Washington and

Randolph had established as a precondition to signing.

Undoubtedly, Washington favored this course. Yet the over-

all impression one gets from the letter is that the presi-

dent yearned for a solution--things simply could not remain

unsettled. One may conclude that, in the final analysis,

Washington exercised his only viable option. After all, it

was he who had appointed John Jay as specialL envoy. The

treaty had been guided through the Senate by his lieuten-

ants, and it had been opposed by a segment of the populace

whom he considered unsavory and even dangerous. Ironically,

it was Randolph who suggested to Washington that if he did

not sign, the twenty senators who voted for ratification

would be forever ostracized; and, he never would be whole-

heartedly accepted into the Republican camp anyway.59 The

scandal may have prompted the chief executive to take the

final step, but the presidential signature would have been

forthcoming in any event.

58Washington to Randolph, 22 July 1795, Washington
Writings, 34:244.

5 9 Randolph to Washington, 12 July 1795, Randolph,
"Edmund Randolph on the British Treaty," p. 598.
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Unfortunately for the president, by signing the

treaty, he became identified with what was considered a

narrow, pro-British faction. Though his prestige had aided

in mobilizing Federalist support, it allayed none of the

fears of Republicans. They would continue their opposition

at full force.



CHAPTER III

FOREIGN REACTION TO JAY'S TREATY

AND THE RISE OF POLITICAL PARTIES

As the turmoil in the United States continued, the

great European powers increasingly became embroiled in war.

After the fall of Robespierre, French foreign policy was

largely the domain of Charles Delacroix, one of five members

of the Directory which governed France from 1795 to 1799.

Many in the United States naively assumed that Delacroix

would be satisfied with the state of affairs between Great

Britain and the United States. The editor of the Boston

Columbian Centinel declared, without having seen the treaty,

It must be highly gratifying to the friends of the

French Nation, to be informed that no article of

this treaty clashes in the smallest degree with

the obligations and engagements contracted with

that gallant nation--every cause of offense as

noted, seems to have been studiously avoided in

the process of the negotiation.

This feeling was not shared by the French leaders. Not hav-

ing seen the treaty, they were nonetheless suspicious of it

despite James Monroe's assurances that it was not inconsis-

tent with the Franco-American treaty of 1778. John Quincy

'Boston Columbian Centinel, 3 July 1795.

40
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Adams recorded the French response: "At the present moment

the treaty itself may be more a cause of objection than its

contents."2

Adam's perception was essentially accurate. France

wanted desperately to prevent any bond between the United

States and Great Britain, and, in the event that one already

existed, French leaders wanted to dissolve it.3 As allies

of the United States, the French felt entitled to receive a

copy of Jay's Treaty.4 As chance would have it, the treaty

had not even reached the United States when Monroe began

pleading for a copy from John Jay to show French officials.

As Washington's biographer James T. Flexner has pointed out,

if Jay had complied with Monroe's wishes, the French would

have had a copy of the treaty before the president of the

United States.5

2John Quincy Adams to Edmund Randolph, 9 May 1795,
John Quincy Adams, Writings of John Quincy Adams, 7 vols.,
ed. Worthington Chauncey Ford (New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1913-17), 1:353.

3Alexander DeConde, Entangling Alliances: Politics
and Diplomacy Under George Washington (Durham, N.C.: Duke
University Press, 1958), p. 400.

4Monroe to John Jay, 17 January 1795, James Monroe,
The Writings of James Monroe, ed. Stanislaus Murray
Hamilton, 5 vols. (1899; reprint ed., New York: AMS Press,
1969) , 2:181.

5James T. Flexner, George Washington: Anguish and
Farewell (1793-1799)., (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co.),
p. 208, note.
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The cause of the anxiety was the plethora of domestic

problems that faced the Directory. Paramount among them was

a grain shortage, which threatened to create a famine in the

spring of 1795. The Columbian Centinel reported tersely,

"Mobs are frequent--bread is the cry." 6  Secretary of the

Treasury Oliver Wolcott, Jr., feared that "the most destruc-

tive commotions" would be produced by the shortage. The

French Government's most important immediate goal therefore,

was the obtaining of food supplies. Since Great Britain had

intimidated its navy, France depended on neutral carriers,

protected by the principle of freedom of the seas, to

deliver the supplies. This strategy was jeopardized by a

key provision of the Jay treaty--Article XVIII, which

authorized British seizure of American ships carrying pro-

visions to enemy ports. Actually such seizures had begun

even before the treaty took effect, as a result of the

British Order in Council of April 25, the same order which

so infuriated Washington as he pondered over ratification.

6 Columbian Centinel, 3 May 1795.

7Oliver Wolcott, Jr. to Alexander Hamilton,
10 July 1795, Alexander Hamilton, The Papers of Alexander
Hamilton, ed. Harold C. Syrett, 26 vols. (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1961-79) , 18:457.
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The seizure of foodstuffs was an attempt by the British to

starve France into submission.8

For its part, Great Britain acted in a characteristi-

cally high-handed manner, reflecting both a haughty attitude

and the strain of war. For its confrontation with France,

Britain had raised the number of its forces to an all-time

high and prosecuted its cause relentlessly.9 In addition,

the grain shortage which so injured France was also felt in

Great Britain. Regarding the Jay Treaty, the British atti-

tude apparently was that all interpretations were to be

pro-British. Lord Grenville, for example, informed Thomas

Pinckney that one Stephen Kingston, who thought he had a

just complaint about the seizure of his ship, was "entitled

to no further relief on the subject of his Application."1 0

Grenville fumed, however, at the hesitation in the United

States to satisfy British complaints. "The American peo-

ple," he warned, "cannot expect a treaty without some

8 Gerard H. Clarfield, Timothy Pickering and American
Diplomacy 1795-1800 (Columbia: University of Missouri
Press, 1969), p. 20; Monroe to Thomas Jefferson,
17 May 1795, Writings of Monroe, 2:311.

9Monroe to Randolph, 26 May 1795, ibid., p. 307.

10 Grenville to Pinckney, 3 April 1795, State Depart-
ment Diplomatic Dispatches, Great Britain, (on microfilm,
North Texas State University).
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sacrifices."1 1  The depth of the British foreign minister's

disdain was demonstrated by his treatment of William Allen

Deas. Deas, a native of South Carolina, was secretary of

the legation under Thomas Pinckney in London. Upon

Pinckney's departure to negotiate a treaty with Spain, Deas

became acting minister and immediately challenged some of

Grenville's actions. The tone of Deas's dispatches was not

indecent; nor was he an exceedingly influential or persua-

sive man. Nevertheless, he infuriated Grenville, who became

obsessed with having him replaced.12 Gouverneur Morris, an

unofficial American visitor to London, recorded that British

officials were still irate over Deas's "indecent" letters.1 3

At the risk of antagonizing its best customer, Great

Britain believed it had to remain firm. The United States

acquiesced to all of this conduct. As in so many other sit-

uations during the 1790's, it had no easy choice. By

favoring Great Britain, the United States paid a high price.

By late 1795, the French Directory concluded that France

11Grenville to George Hammond, 31 August 1795,
Instructions to the British Ministers to the United States
1791-1812, ed. Bernard Mayo (Washington, D.C.: United
States Government Printing Office, 1941), No. 20, p. 92.

12 Grenville to Hammond, 26 July 1795, ibid., No. 17,
p. 20; Grenville to Hammond, 1 July 1795, ibid., No. 14,
p. 88.

1 3 Diary of Gouverneur Morris, 26 July 1795, Anne Cary
Morris, ed., The Diary and Letter of Gouverneur Morris
(1888; reprint ed., New York: De Capo Press, 1970), p. 113.
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must reverse England's domination of America. The United

States risked a war with its late ally, a risk which became

a reality only two years later.14

A more immediate concern is that these foreign policy

decisions made by the Washington administration furthered

the political polarization in the United States. Historians

correctly trace this polarization back to foreign influ-

ences. The emergence of political parties is considered

primarily a biproduct of the struggle between pro-French

Republicans and pro-British Federalists and only secondar-

ily a result of geographical considerations or the activi-

ties of national leaders.

For all their importance, political parties constitute

vague subject matter for the scholar. The rise of political

parties in America was, indeed, a subtle and complex pro-

cess. The founding fathers deplored factionalism and looked

with disapproval upon the first signs of it--the discord

resulting from Hamilton's economic proposals.15 Political

parties are defined here as loose coalitions of individuals

or group joined together in order to attract sufficient

14 Albert H. Bowman, The Struggle for Neutrality:
Franco-American Diplomacy During the Federalist Era
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1974),
pp. 235-37; DeConde, Entangling Alliances, p. 138.

1 5John C. Miller, The Federalist Era, 17891801 (New
York: Harper and Row, 1960), p. 1.
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votes to gain control of the government. With this defini-

tion of the year 1792 may tentatively be designated as the

beginning of party activity.16

The men who formed the Federal government were, by

necessity, nationalist-minded. They comprised a coalition,

however, of northern businessmen and southern planters,

whose interests in the power of the national government was

unequal. When Hamilton introduced his fiscal and economic

program including the assumption of state debts, southern

planters were shocked. Virginia nationalists including

James Madison, suddenly found that their interest in states'

rights was greater than originally thought, while Hamilton

became an even more aggressive advocate of national power.1 7

Assumption was not the largest concern among southerners.

They also feared that the national government would tamper

with the institution of slavery. Each side grew more suspi-

cious of the other.

Each faction could have more profitably examined them-

selves, for each labored under a misconception. The Feder-

alist party stressed efficiency, economic well-being, and

the principle of an elite ruling class. Business had to be

handled promptly and properly if the young nation were to

16 Ibid., p. 101.

1 7 Ibid., p. 101.
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survive. There was no time, nor was there any need, to edu-

cate the masses or bring them into the decision making pro-

cess. Federalists gleefully proclaimed their disdain for

the people. From their point of view, they drew their

strength not from the grass roots but from the natural order

of things whereby the most able men should lead and the rest

must follow. They rarely paused to consider that, for all

their brilliance, their only real source of strength was

President Washington. Without him, their system would have

collapsed, and there would have been no "Federalist" era.

On the other hand, the Republican philosophy ran into

an equally ironic paradox. The party that prided itself on

its attention to the welfare of the masses also embraced one

of the most degrading and inhuman institutions ever devised.

The Virginia gentleman who despised the privileged aristoc-

racy of merchants often depended on the number of slaves he

owned to determine his status as on aristocrat.18

If economic interests proved to be the impetus for

party formation, however, issues of foreign policy hastened

their development.19 The Federalists perceived the need for

a united position in dealing with other nations. They

railed against the states's rights doctrine because it ran

counter to the principle of national unity. Federalist

18 Ibid., p. 104.

19Ibid., p. 107.
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contempt increased with each reminder that Republicanism was

closely identified with the French Revolution. Federalist

foreign policy inevitably shifted toward a British orienta-

tion. With this trend, the more extreme elements in the

Republican party became boisterous. What became known as

Democratic Societies, a closely knit network of political

pressure groups, stated their dedication to the removal of

monarchism and aristocracy from the United States govern-

ment.20 They were most active in New York, Philadelphia,

and the Allegheny region of Pennsylvania.21 In Charleston,

South Carolina, one of the more radical groups wanted, by

means of a constitutional convention, to dismantle the gov-

ernment.22 All of the societies, North and South, agreed

that the Jay treaty was a device to enslave America.2 3

The historian who attempts to analyze the response to

Jay's Treaty must tie this episode to the emergence of

political parties. Almost every historian who was written

2 0 William Nisbet Chambers, Political Parties in a New
Nation: The American Experience, 1776-1809 (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 76.

2 1 Ibid., p. 74.

22 Letter to Charleston City Gazette, 25 September 1795,
The Democratic-Republican Societies, 1790-1800: A Documen-
tary Sourcebook of Constitutions, Declarations, Addresses,
Resolutions, and Toasts, ed. Philip S. Foner (Westport,
Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1976), p. 400.

23 Eugene P. Link, Democratic-Republican Societies,
1790-1800 (Morningside Heights, New York: Columbia Univer-
sity Press, 1942), p. 132.
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about this period acknowledges that the treaty battle was an

integral part of this emergence. None, however, has based

his conclusions on a sufficiently thorough examination of

the intellectual aspects of the treaty debate.

Such an examination begins with Alexander Hamilton's

Defence. During the summer of 1795, as Republican newspaper

editors maintained a steady outpouring of anti-treaty propa-

ganda, Federalists unleashed the pen of Hamilton, who, under

the pseudonym Camillus, published twenty-eight installments

of the treaty's defense throughout the late summer and

autumn. The Defence appeared in the New York Argus and

represented the most extensive and closely reasoned treatise

on the Jay Treaty. The essays were, of course, designed to

gain the treaty public support.

As Camillus, Hamilton formulated a carefully construc-

ted defense but also rebutted particular accusations and

objections raised by Republican writers. Prinicpally these

writers were Brockholst Livingston ("Decius" or "Cina" in

the newspapers--and later a Supreme Court justice appointed

by Thomas Jefferson), Robert B. Livingston ("Cato") and

Alexander J. Dallas, who sometimes called himself "Frank-

lin." This is an important point, for Hamilton, the colos-

sus of the Federalist party, was taking on all comers, and

yet the two most eloquent Republicans, Jefferson and

Madison, did not challenge him. They left the task to
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lesser men, or as Jefferson called them, "middling" men.24

Irving Brant, the biographer of Madison, also considers them

"second rate."2 5

Madison declined to take on Hamilton publicly, despite

Jefferson's urging. Perhaps, as has been suggested, Jeffer-

son was presumptuous in placing the burden of response on

Madison. After all, Jefferson was the one who had _the time

to formulate a proper rebuttal.2 6 But during this period,

Jefferson was disinclined toward public service, content to

spend the rest of his life, in his words, "living like an

antediluvian patriarch among my children and grandchildren,

and tilling my soil."27 Despite his strong disapproval of

the treaty, he played no active role in its opposition.28

24 Jefferson to James Madison, 21 September 1795,
Thomas Jefferson, The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, ed.
Albert E. Bergh, 20 vols. (Washington, D.C.: Thomas Jeffer-
son Memorial Association of the United States, 1904-05),
9:310.

25 Irving Brant, James Madison: Father of the Consti-
tution, 1787-1800 (New York: Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc.)
p. 429.

26 Broadus Mitchell, Alexander Hamilton: The National
Adventure 1788-1804 (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1962),
p. 345.

2 7Jefferson to James Madison, 30 November 1795,
Jefferson Writings, 9:313.

2 8 Dumas Malone, Jefferson and the Ordeal of Liberty
(Boston: Little, Brown, and Co.), pp. 250, 253.
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Madison, although too unsure of his command of the

subject to reply publicly, nevertheless made a contribu-

tion. When Washington finally signed the treaty in

August, the Virginia congressman exploded indignantly in a

letter in which he outlined the reasons for his enmity.

Though not made public, and thus not serving the same pur-

pose as Camillus, Madison's letter serves as an effective

case for the prosecution. In contrasting the Defence to

Madison's writings (and to a Lesser extent, those of Monroe

and Dallas), the historian can gain insight into the nature

of this critical debate and its significance.

Camillus (Hamilton) discussed the treaty on two lev-

els. In the first six instalments, he defended it in

general terms, beginning with an appeal to reason.30 Ever

since the Revolution, he began, the United States had held a

grudge against Great Britain. This same prejudice had

excited passions toward the French Republic. He went on to

state that any treaty negotiated with the British was bound

to be judged harshly. To prole his point, Hamilton men-

tioned that even before the contents of the treaty were

known, an effort had been made to prepossess the public mind

against it. The result, he c ntended, was that the document

29 Ralph Ketcham, James Madison, A Biography (New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1971), p. 357.

30 Defence No. I, 22 July 1795, Hamilton Papers,
18:480-82.

31 Ibiid., P. 487.
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was not being judged on its merits. The verdict of the

Boston selectmen was a case in point, for they had condemned

the treaty without reading it. A New York town meeting pro-

duced the same result.

Defence I was a well-written, thoughtful essay which

pleaded, in effect, for the treaty to have a fair public

"trial." Though generally dispassionate, it lapsed twice

into excess. The first instance produced some namecalling

when Camillus declared his strong contempt for his oppo-

nents. Secondly, he stated unnecessarily that the treaty

"makes no sacrifice on the part of the United States." 3 1

For the following installments, Hamilton continued in

the same vein. Frequently he mentioned the danger of war{

with England if the treaty should fail to achieve ratifica-

tion, in his attempt to get his readers to take a broad

point of view. Always he encouraged the citizenry, with

some irony, to discard "intemperate and illiberal pas-

sions. "32

In the next thirty installments, Camillus undertook

the arduous task of analyzing almost all of the treaty's

twenty-eight articles, and equally important, addressing the

issues not covered by the treaty. Regarding the treaty's

3 1 Ibid., p. 487.

3 2 Defence No. V, 5 August 1795, ibid., ,9:89.
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failure to deal with impressment at all, Hamilton acknowl-

edged that the practice was unjust, but he argued that it

was extremely difficult to fix a rule of evidence by which

to determine American from British seamen. He defended

British authorities whom, he claimed, depended so heavily

on their navy that they must not overlook any potential dan-

ger to it.33 Yet, in regard to the second article, Hamilton

praised the provision for evacuation of the northern posts

and defended the seemingly long period of time that the

treaty granted the fur traders to leave.34 They would have

approximately eighteen months to complete their activities.

Understandably, this argument did not sit well with

Pennsylvanian Alexander J. Dallas. Were not all the posts

and their precincts, he asked, ceded to the United States as

a result of the Treaty of Paris of 1783? Even Washington

was troubled by this article. It stated that, during the

evacuation, the United States could not extend its settle-

ments into the "precincts or jurisdiction" of the posts.

The president considered the terms "precincts" and "juris-

diction" to be ill-defined.35

33 Defence No. VI, 8 August 1795, ibid., pp. 105-11.

34 Defence No. VIII, 15 August 1795, ibid., pp. 134-45.

35 Washington to Hamilton, 13 July 1795, George
Washington, The Writings of George Washington, ed. John C.
Fitzpatrick, 39 vols. (Washington, D.C.: United States
Government Printing Office, 1931-40), 34:238.
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The third article was equally puzzling to Washington.

It granted the right of inland trade across the Canadian

border, permitting the British to trade throughout the

United States, but forbade America to trade within the

limits of the Hudson Bay Company's sphere of influence.

Hamilton, in Defence No. X, downplayed this provision in

arguing the benefits of trade with Canada (British North

America), but Washington was unhappy at the obvious failure

to achieve reciprocal trade.36 Madison, as expected, was

even less generous in his appraisal than the president.3 7

Probably, Hamilton was correct in his long term assessment

of the benefits of Article III. The principle of the right

to free trade with Canada was consistent with his brave con-

tention that the United States had "nothing to fear from the

unrestrained competition of commercial enterprise. "38

In Defence No. 14, Hamilton sang the praises of Arti-

cle VI, which provided for Britain's recovery of private

pre-war debts. This, Hamilton claimed, restored our

national honor and insured our credibility among nations.3 9

Yet, in Defence No. V, he had dismissed as frivolous the

36 Washington to Hamilton, 13 July 1795, ibid.

37 Madison to , 23 August 1795, James Madi-
son, The Writings of James Madison, ed. Gaillard Hunt, 14
vols. (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1906), 6:244.

38 Defence No. X, 26 August 1795, Hamilton Papers,
19:174.

39 Defence No. IX, 9 September 1795, ibid., pp. 246-47.
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complaints of southerners that compensation for confiscated

slaves was not mentioned.4 0 Dallas was quick to make the

connection, asserting that if our national honor depended on

erasing debts, it was only logical to apply the same reason-

ing to the British on the issue of confiscated property. 1

Article X represented another point of contention.

Straightforward in principle, the article stipulated that

neither private debts nor money that citizens of one nation

might have in the banks of the other would be subject to

consfiscation in the event of war. This was anything but an

innocent reference in Dallas's opinion. "What," he asked

slyly, "is the relative proportion held by the citizens of

the contracting nations, respectively, in the funds, etc.,

of each other?"4 2 In Monroe's estimation, Article X "dis-

arms us of a principal weapon of our defence & perhaps the

best security we have in peace agn [sic] the commission of

those outrages hertofore practiced against us."43 The

United States without fleets or armies, was seemingly

40Defence No. V, 5 August 1795, ibid., p. 93.

41 Printed in Dunlap and Claypoole's American Daily
Advertiser, in Alexander J. Dallas, Life and Writings of
Alexander J. Dallas, ed. George Mifflin Dallas (Philadel-
phia: J. B. Lippincott and Co., 1871), p. 164.

4 2 Ibid., p. 165.

43 Monroe to Madison, 8 September 1795, Writing of
Monroe, 2:347.
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deprived of its best means of retaliation and coercion.

Hamilton stated vehemently that so "degrading an idea will

be rejected with disdain by every man who feels a true and

well informed national pride."4 4 He went on to point out

that the United States, even in its immature days as a

nation, had not resorted to this expedient. Besides being

cowardly, Hamilton thought criticism of the article was

blatantly anti-British. This so-called weapon the United

States had been deprived of, the sequestration of private

debts, was of no use against the other nations of the world,

whose citizens were not owed anything by Americans.

More sensitive even than Article X were Articles XVII

and XVIII. They dealt with the right of neutrals on the

seas and, for the most part, incorporated primarily the

British interpretation of this concept. Article XVII recog-

nized the right of Great Britain to confiscate enemy pro-

perty aboard American ships. Article XVIII entailed a lib-

eral contraband list of fifteen items as well as detailing

the procedures for detaining neutral ships carrying mater-

ials which were contraband of war. Thus the United States

abandoned the principle of "free ships make free goods,"

that is, the goods of a belligerent nation, if aboard a neu-

tral carrier, were "free," i.e., safe from seizure.

4 4 Defence No. XVIII, 6 October 1795, Hamilton Papers,
19:302.
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Hamilton defended these articles by claiming that the Amer-

ican principle was in opposition to the ancient law of

nations.45 But this was legalistic reasoning in the nar-

rowest sense. The worst thing about these two articles was

the contrast departure, in principle, from America's treaty

of Amity and Commerce with France. The 1778 treaty acknowl-

edged the principle of freedom of the seas. The result was

that French goods aboard American ships were fair game for

British cruisers, but France did not enjoy similar privi-

leges regarding English provisions.

Concerning these articles and, in fact, all of the

major provisions of Jay's treaty, the leaders of one party

were at odds with the opposition leaders. Three schools of

thought exist among scholars in regard to the relationship

between the response to the treaty and the emergence of

parties. One is that this stormy issue crystallized the

party movement. Treaty proponents, centering around Hamil-

ton, coalesced as the Federalist party while their oppo-

nents, led by Madison and Jefferson, formed the Republican

party. This was the feeling of many people at the time. A

letter to the Charleston City Gazette reported "a base and

45 Defence No. XXXI, 12 December 1795, ibid., pp. 476-
77. The contraband list included: Cannon, muskets, mor-
tars, petards, bombs, grenades, carcasses, saucisses, bando-
liers, gunpowder, saltpetre, ball, pikes, swords, holsters,
belts, timber for ship bulding, tar or resin, copper, sails,
hemp, cordage.
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wicked" pattern of events. From the moment of Washington's

proclamation of neutrality in 1793, everything had gone

wrong, but "Mr. Jay's British Pandora box--his friendly

treaty--crowned the whole!"4 6 This in fact, seems to be

the consensus, for it is this view that is found most fre-

quently in textbooks and major secondary sources.4

A second interpretation holds that the treaty debate

was not dominated by partisan rhetoric. Jerald Combs, in

his provocative account, claims that Federalists and Repub-

licans held opposing theories regarding the direction that

American foreign policy should take, but this difference

was based principally on their respective views of the power

capabilities of the United States rather than on ideological

attachments to either France or England.4 This theory has

considerable validity. Many times the arguments of Hamilton

went "over the head" of his protagonists. The America that

he envisioned was beyond the comprehension of most of his

contemporaries, and this disparity is evident in some

aspects of the treaty debate. In arguing for the second

4 6 Letter to the Charleston City Gazette,
25 September 1795, in Foner, Democratic-Republican Socie-
ties, p. 398.

47Norman K. Risjord, "The Virginia Federalists,"
Journal of Southern History 33 (1967):486-517; Chambers,
Political Parties, p. 91.

4 8Jerald A. Combs, The Jay Treaty: Political Battle-
ground of the Founding Fathers (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1970).
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article, Hamilton stressed the need for free trade even at

the cost of giving Great Britain a temporary competitive

advantage. He was, of course, looking ahead to a time in

which the untapped natural resources and population of the

United States would create a commercial advantage over any

other nation. Unfortunately, Hamilton was not particularly

responsive to men who failed to appreciate his astute rea-

soning, but this could, at least, be construed as an honest

difference of opinion.

Nevertheless, as compelling as this idea may be, there

is overwhelming evidence that factional strife, with its

inherent pettiness and jealousies, was at the center of the

controversy. Rather than shaping or defining the factions,

however, the treaty response suggests that the parties were

reasonably well-organized by the time of the arrival of the

treaty in the United States.

If analyzed carefully, the words of Hamilton, Madison,

and oters bear this out. To summarize, the Republicans

referred many times to certain basic arguments against the

treaty: its failure to obtain compensation for slaves, its

revival of loyalist property claims, its potentially damag-

ing effect upon the friendship of France, coupled with the

danger of drawing the United States back into the British
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system.49 Federalists backed the treaty on the grounds that

it prevented war and preserved good relations with the

nation's best customer. To be sure, this was a rather fun-

damental difference in outlook. But, as historian Paul A.

Varg has noted, the factional dissension "widened the gulf

beyond that warranted by a rather undramatic difference over

practical measures."50

The Camillus essays follow this pattern exactly.

While defending the treaty in general terms, Hamilton was on

firm ground. It seemed that the treaty was more important

than the sum of its parts. When he defended the articles

themselves, he was notably less persuasive. In his prelimi-

nary installment, he urged his opponents to have an open

mind, yet his rigorous justification of some of the most

questionable provisions of the treaty destroyed what little

credibility he may have had with Republicans. In rational-

izing Article X, for example, the New Yorker quoted at

length from the Magna Charta, a decision analogous to wav-

ing a red flag. His attempt at extenuating the impressment

issue reveals a similar insensitivity.

49 Thomas J. Farnham, "The Virginia Amendments of 1795:
An Episode in the Opposition to Jay's Treaty," Virginia
Magazine of History and Biography 75 (1967):77; Malone,
Jefferson, p. 254.

50 Paul A. Varg, Foreign Policies of the Founding
Fathers (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press,
1963), p. 114.
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On the other hand, Dallas suffered from the same lack

of objectivity. He, too, lapsed into a defensive position

with his excessive rhetoric. In Dunlap and Claypoole's

American Daily Advertiser, Dallas listed eight reasons why

he so disliked the treaty. His first was well known--the

"Origin and Progress" of the mission were inappropriate.

After this assertion, the remaining seven points have a dis-

tinctly partisan flavor: The pact with England violated the

French treaty of 1778; it was calculated to injure American

foreign policy regarding other nations; and, it was "impoli-

tic" with respect to the happiness" of the United States.5 1

James Madison was no more impartial. Behind each of

the treaty's articles, Madison perceived a British threat.

The whole affair seemed, to him, like a pact with the devil,

and he was opposed to even the appearance of a British

advantage.

In one respect, the writings of these party leaders

belie the infant nature of the party system. All political

doctrines are designed to mobilize support among the party

faithful. In addition, the early party leaders entertained

distant hopes of winning converts from the opposing camps.

For his part, Hamilton was certain that a small cadre of

Republican troublemakers were responsible for most of the

5 1 Dallas, Writings of Dallas, pp. 160-220.
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noise. He therefore appealed to the rank and file members

to abandon their chieftains. In one of his more emotional

outbursts in defense of the treaty, he declared to Dallas,

"I hope to satisfy not ye but all discerning men and good

citizens. .~52 Madison believed, as did Jefferson, that

Federalist leaders were employing a constitutional device

(the treaty-making process) to subvert the legislature and

the expressed will of a large majority of people. He thus

predicted that the Camillus defense would produce a backlash

of resentment. Both of these statements are a reflection

of what was. probably an unconscious unwillingness to

acknowledge the legitimacy of the other side.

This deviation notwithstanding, the principal thrust

of the arguments was toward the establishment of a rallying

point. Moderation and nonpartisan language were not in

evidence. This had been true since the time of the treaty's

arrival--the nature of the debate had not changed one iota.

Before the treaty's contents were known, Republicans were

certain they would not like it. Federalists were just as

adamant in their defense. Both sides read the treaty with

a closed mind, and when the debate began in earnest, this

gap between the two parties was completely intractable.

Jay's Treaty did not create the American two-party system.

It was merely a reflection of it.

5 2 Defence No. XVIII, 6 October 1795, Hamilton Papers.
19:305.
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THE APPROPRIATIONS BATTLE

With the signing of the treaty, George Washington

hoped to lay the issue to rest. His friend, former Secre-

tray of War Henry Knox, encouraged him in this view. The

ratification, wrote Knox, "operated like a charm to allay

the rising storm." 1  Knox' s judgment was premature, for the

battle was not yet won. The last chance for Republicans to

defeat the British treaty was in the House of Representa-

tives. Though without any formal role in the treaty-making

process, only the House could appropriate the approximately

$90,000 required to implement the treaty. This money was

needed to pay the commissioners that would sit on the vari-

ous boards of arbitration provided for by the treaty.

Opponents in the House were determined to kill the treaty by

withholding the funds. As with every aspect of this bitter

episode in history, the funding battle was filled with high

drama and replete with weighty symbolism.

'Knox to Washington, 2 September 1795, George
Washington Papers, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
(on microfilm, North Texas State University).
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Party division continued unabated and, in fact,

increased in intensity. But a new dimension was added. By

demanding a voice in the process, House Republicans promoted

a constitutional crisis. In simplest terms, there was a

contradiction in the Constitution, and each side rational-

ized the respective position which served its purpose.2 The

Federalists, under the pretext of protecting the Constitu-

tion, jealously guarded against what they regarded as unlaw-

ful encroachment by the lower chamber. Alexander Hamilton,

who had nurtured the treaty from its inception, was particu-

larly distressed. Though he probably did not underestimate

his opponents, Hamilton professed not to understand their

reasoning. The president and the senate make treaties, and

treaties were the "Law of the Land." It simply was not

legal to withhold funds for a lawfully-ratified treaty. The

only responsibility of the House, in Hamilton's view, was

to determine the source and availability of the funds. He

wrote to William Loughton Smith, "The mode of raising and

appropriating the money only remains matter of delibera-

tion."

2James Thomas Flexner, George Washington: Anguish and
Farewell (1793-1799) (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co.,
1969) , p. 268.

3 Hamilton to William Loughton Smith, 10 March 1796,
Alexander Hamilton, The Papers of Alexander Hamilton, ed.
Harold C. Syrett, 26 vols. (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1961-79) , 20:72.
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For Republicans, the House fight was the final oppor-

tunity to defeat this terrible instrument of Federalist

foreign policy. Thomas Jefferson expressed the hope that

the "popular branch" would disapprove of the treaty and

"thus rid us of this infamous act." 4 The House was a Repub-

lican stronghold, and thus the prospect of success seemed

favorable. The Virginia Legislature laid the groundwork for

this challenge in November. Its House of Delegates proposed

a series of amendments to the Constitution, demanding more

power for the United States House of Representatives. The

ulterior motive, of course, was to allow the House to pass

judgment on the treaty.5 Republicans were generally disap-

pointed by the lack of success the proposals had in other

state legislatures, but these resolutions probably helped

keep the issue alive.6 Washington himself followed their

progress closely and even sent to Hamilton a newspaper

4 Jefferson to Edward Rutledge, 30 November 1795,
Thomas Jefferson, The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, 20 vols.
ed. Albert E. Bergh (Washington, D.C.: Thomas Jefferson
Memorial Association of the United States, 1904-05) 9:314.

5 Thomas J. Farnham, "The Virginia Amendments of 1795:
An Episode in the Opposition to Jay's Treaty," Virginia
Magazine of History and Biography 75 (1967) :88.

6Ibid.,p. 88.
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article which reprinted one of the Virginia petitions.

Fisher Ames, arch-Federalist representative from

Massachusetts, wrote disparingly about the "resolves of one

state after another." He added, "Disorganizers never sang

a more lamentable dirge." 8

Still the Virginia amendments cannot be regarded as

an overwhelming success. Tactical problems further plagued

Republican strategists. Led by James Madison, these leaders

favored a defensive battle through opposition to a Federal-

ist-sponsored motion. But the Federalists proved an elusive

target. Washington delayed presenting the treaty to the

House until the British ratification arrived, and the Repub-

licans were hesitant to force his hand. Yet the delay could

only help the Federalists, just as it had helped them one

year earlier. Then it had been the Senate which awaited the

treaty. Now, in the House of Representatives, Republicans

spent anxious moments wondering if they would have a viable

issue when the treaty finally came before them.
9

7Washington to Hamilton, 18 November 1795, George

Washington, The Writings of George Washington, ed. John C.

Fitzpatrick, 39 vols. (Washington, D.C, United States Gov-
ernment Printing Office, 1931-40), 34:364.

8Ames to Thomas Dwight, 16 February 1796, Fisher Ames,

Works of Fisher Ames, ed. Seth Ames, 2 vols. (Boston:
Little, Brown, and Co.), 1:186-87.

9John Clopton to Constituents, 22 February 1796, Noble

Cunningham, ed., Circular Letters of Congressmen to Their

Constituents 1789-1829 (Chapel Hill: University of North

Carolina Press, 1978) , 1:35.
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At last Washington presented the treaty to the House

on March 1, 1796, but he did not request any funds for it.

Again, the Republicans were outmaneuvered. Without a

request for the money, they had nothing to oppose. If they

instigated an attack, it might make them appear obstinate.

To some of the younger representatives, this was not

such a dreadful prospect. On March 2, Edward Livingston,

freshman Republican of New York, laid before the House a

resolution requesting the president to turn over all the

papers concerning the Jay Treaty. Washington, who had

learned of the resolution in his morning newspaper, immedi-

ately consulted Hamilton.10 Hamilton replied that the

propriety of complying with such a demand was "extemely

doubtful." 1 Meanwhile, Livingston's motion was raising

eyebrows, even among Republicans. James Madison, whom

Livingston had not consulted, had not looked forward to an

open break with the administration. He knew it was politi-

cally unwise to challenge Washington, but Madison also had

personal reservations. Having served with the president in

the Constitutional Convention, he regarded him highly.

Though he held the arch Federalists in loathsome contempt,

10 Washington to Oliver Wolcott, Jr., 3 March 1796,

Washington Writings, 34:481.

11 Hamilton to Wolcott, 7-10 March 1796, Hamilton
Papers, 20:69.
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Madison nevertheless believed in the essential goodness of

Washington, and he did not wish to damage their relationship

further.

These sentimental notions were incomprehensible to

restive newcomers like Livingston. The brash young New

Yorker maintained that his motives were honorable, not some-

thing he wished to conceal or "blush at."12 The idea was

merely to provide the House with information.

Federalists quickly attacked the motion, alluding

frequently to what they considered an impugning of the pres-

ident's integrity. William Vans Murray of Maryland, now

serving in the House, remarked that for impeachment or

inquiry into fraud, Congress had a right to make such a

13
request; otherwise, its members did not. Daniel Buck of

Vermont deplored the resolution because it could only serve

14 Croiy nalpoa
to "satisfy a vain curiosity." Curiosity, in all proba-

bility, did account for some of the motion's appeal. On

March 11, Theodore Sedgwick of Massachusetts, leader of the

House Federalists, attempted to negate some of the entusiasm

over Livingston's resolution. Calling it "the most impor-

tant question which has ever been debated in this House,"

12U.S., Congress, House, Annals, 4th Cong., 1st sess.,

7 March 1796, p. 427.

13 Ibid., p. 428.

1 4 Ibid., p. 430.
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Sedgwick argued long and eloquently against it. But the

tide was turning against the Federalists. They asserted

that the House had no right to examine the papers and, on

this question, the Republican viewpoint overwhelmingly pre-

vailed. Livingston's motion, radical as it seemed, served

his cause well by giving Republicans a rallying point. The

motion passed, sixty-two to thirty-seven.

The burden shifted once again to the Executive Branch.

As was his custom, Washington asked the members of his cabi-

net to submit written advice, and the secretaries responded

immediately.15 Secretary of the Treasury Oliver Wolcott's

reply ran seventeen pages. Each secretary agreed that the

House had no right to obtain the papers unless the president

consented.1 6  Since this had been Washington's inclination

from the first, he therefore refused the House's request.

The president's refusal gave new life to the Federal-

ists. Thomas Pinckney of South Carolina, American minister

to Great Britain, wrote jubilantly that the president's

answer was "dictated by a just Sense of propriety and in the

true Spirit of the Constitution and I have great confidence

that the good Sense and Love of Order in that House will

1 5Washington to Cabinet, 25 March 1796, Washington

Writings, 34:505.

1 6 Wolcott to Washington, 26 March 1796, Washington

Papers; Charles Lee to Washington, 26 March 1796, ibid.
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ultimately prevent the Adoption of any measures which may

impeach our national Faith." 17 The message also shocked

Republicans, most of whom thought that Washington would

deliver the papers as requested. Republicans then adopted

a positive course--a commitment to withhold all funds for

the treaty. This time, however, James Madison was in the

forefront. Washington's message to the House had, unfortu-

nately, taken the form of a constitutional lecture.

Pointing to his own experience as chairman of the General

(Constitutional) Convention, he reminded the representatives

that a proposition had been made at that time that no treaty

should be binding unless ratified by a law. This proposi-

tion had been "explicitly rejected."18

In itself, this was enough to rile Madison, the

"father" of the Constitution. But, in addition, he finally

resigned himself to the futility of avoiding the unpleasant-

ness inherent in a battle of such major significance. He

was the principal advocate of a resolution introduced by

William Blount of Tennessee, but devised by Madison, which

asserted the House's prerogative in refusing appropriations

if it deemed this the proper course and also of obtaining

1 7Thomas Pinckney to Secretary of State, 5 May 1796,

State Department Diplomatic Dispatches, Great Britain (on
microfilm, North Texas State University).

House, Annals, 4th Cong., 1st sess., 30 March 1796,
p. 761.
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information from the executive branch, "Which may relate to

any Constitutional functions of the House." Directly

addressing the question, Madison argued that the Constitu-

tion, as written, was a "dead letter." Life was breathed

into it by the voice of the people, and the edicts of the

state ratifying conventions were much closer to the people

than the Federal Constitution had been.20

This was not a great speech. Madison was obviously

tailoring his political theory to meet the crisis at hand.

He never made it clear why the proceedings of the state rat-

ifying conventions should govern the interpretation placed

upon the Federal Constitution. After all, the Constitution

itself was the result of a need for less power for the indi-

vidual states. Madison's solemn declaration was the result

of immediate political considerations, for the little Vir-

ginian, as Sedgwick pointed out, had once written that

treaties, to have any efficacy, must be the Law of the

Land.21 The Boston Columbian Centinel ridiculed Madison's

19Ibid., 6 April 1796, p. 761.

2 0 Speech to Congress, 6 April 1796, James Madison, The

Writings of James Madison, ed. Gaillard Hunt, 14 vols. (New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1900), 6:272.

2 1 House, Annals, 4th Cong., 1st sess., 11 March 1796,

p. 525.
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logic, wondering what to think of men who suddenly were

singing a different tune than when they had framed the

Constitution.,22

Yet, in the supercharged political atmosphere of the

House, Madison's speech provided the necessary impetus.

Blount's resolution passed, fifty-four to thirty-seven.
2 3

Having declared their constitutional right to withhold

appropriations, the representatives commenced a battle over

the treaty's merits once again. At this point, the Repub-

licans were in the majority. Fisher Ames reported that

fifty-seven members had resolved "in private meeting" (an

early party caucus) to refuse appropriations.24 Republican

Senator John Langdon of New Hampshire, in the throes of

self-congratualtions, wrote to Madion that "'a vast Majority

of the people are opposed to the Treaty--and are looking out

to the House of Representatives to save us from Destruc-

tion."25 But the pattern, which had repeated itself over

and over, was for the Republicans to gain the edge after

2 2 Boston Columbian Centinel, 16 April 1796.

2 3 House, Annals, 4th Cong., 1st sess., 6 April 1796,

p. 782.

2 4 Hamilton to Rufus King, 15 April 1796, Hamilton
Papers, 20:112.

2 5John Langdon to Madison, 20 April 1796, James

Madison Papers, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. (on

microfilm, North Texas State University).
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something had stirred them up, then, after their passions

cooled, to fall behind. In this spirit, Hamilton wrote to

Rufus King, "Our friends in the House will do well to gain

time. "26 In that time, Federalists mounted a low-key but

intense campaign to win the battle for appropriations.

Bankers and merchants literally rushed to the treaty's res-

cue.27 Hamilton, with close ties to Federalist leaders in

the House, proposed a two-fold strategy. First, the Senate,

by means of a resolution, should express its disapproval of

the behavior of the House. Secondly, merchants in the cit-

ies should petition Congress and pressure individual

members.28 This they did with remarkable speed and thor-

oughness. Within three days, Philadelphia merchants had

signed a petition with "unexampled unanimity," and in New

York, the response was almost as swift.
2 9 John Marshall

reported from Richmond, Virginia, that even in that hotbed

of Republicanism, "a meeting was called which was more

numerous than I have ever seen at this place & after a

very ardent & zealous discussion which consumed the day,

2 6 Hamilton to King, 20 April 1796, Hamilton Papers,
20:126.

2 7 James Holland to Constituents, 7 May 1796,

Cunningham, ed. Circular Letters, 1:56.

2 8 Hamilton to King, 15 April 1796, Hamilton Papers,
20:113.

2 9King to Hamilton, 17-18 April 1796, Hamilton Papers,

p. 121; Hamilton to King, 18 April 1796, ibid., p. 123.
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a decided majority declared in favor of a resolution that

the welfare and honor of the nation required us to give

full effect to the treaty negotiated with Britain."30

Petitions appeared on the floor of the House. Rank

and file Federalists tirelessly labored to win over uncom-

mitted representatives. Local Federalists put extreme

pressure on Philadelphia's two congressmen, John Swanwick

and Frederick Muhlenberg, on ,the grounds that these men were

not representing their constituents' desires unless they

voted the necessary funds. For Swanwick, they held out the

offer of the governship.31 John Clopton, a :Republican and

a frequent critic of the treaty, was nevertheless wooed by

both sides.3 2

Perhaps no member of Congress was the object of such

steadfast personal attention as Samuel Smith of Maryland.

A successful merchant himself, Smith's primary ambition was

to guard the commercial interests of his district. Not con-

vinced that the United States had secured enough in the

treaty, he voted for Livingston's motion. After this

3 0 John Marshall to Hamilton, 25 April 1796, ibid.,

p. 137.

3 1 Roland M. Baumann, "John Swanwick: Spokesman for

'Merchant Republicanism' in Philadelphia, 1790-1798."
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 47 (1973) :
171.

3 2Edward Rutledge to Madison, 25 April 1796, Madison
Papers.
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failed, he attempted to ascertain whether American trade

would be better off with or without the treaty and refused

to let party affiliation take precedence.33 Both pro-treaty

and anti-treaty forces attempted to convert him to their

respective position. Secretary of War James McHenry,

another Marylander, persuaded Robert Oliver, a Federalist

merchant, to spread the word that the British would resume

their depredations on American commerce unless the House

voted funds for the treaty.34 Smith, however, would not be

bullied. Rufus King of New York noted that McHenry's effort

was a bit too imperious. King thought Smith was for the

treaty, but that his .pride might be wounded at being

instructed on what to do.35 As it turned out, Smith voted

for the appropriations bill.

Fisher Ames also favored the treaty, but he, of

course, needed no lobbying. In fact, one month before the

final vote, he lamented the lack of attention paid to him

by his colleagues. "To be silent, neutral, useless," he

wrote, "is a situation not to be envied."
3 6 Melodramatic

3 3 Frank A. Cassell, Merchant Congressman in the Young

Republic: Samuel Smith of Maryland, 1752-1839 (Madison:

University of Wisconsin Press, 1971), p. 66.

34Ibid., pp. 67-68.

3 5King to Hamilton, 20 April 1796, Hamilton Papers,

20:125.

3 6 Ames to Thomas Dwight, 9 March 1796, Ames Works,

1:187.
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lamentations such as these were not uncharacteristic for

Ames--his gift for colorful phrases enlivened each letter

he wrote. But the printed word cannot do justice to the

speech Ames delivered before the House on March 28. Employ-

ing an awesome oratorical talent, he talked for over one

hour in one of the most electrifying speeches in congres-

sional history.

Ames left nothing unsaid in his rebuttal to House

Republicans, a tactic which made his arguments somewhat

inconsistent. He addressed the constitutional question,

declaring unconditionally that the treaty-making power is

vested in the president and Senate and "not in this

House. "3 But then he implied a qualification in this

assertion by saying that only a treaty which is totally

abominable could be considered the business of the House.
3 8

Finally he launched into an emotional defense of the treaty

and warned, in vivid language, of the consequences of fail-

ing to implement it. A body of men who had heard the same

arguments expressed a hundred different ways still responded

excitedly as the Massachusetts representative admonished his

fellow members about the threat of war: "You are a father--

37 Speech to the House of Representatives,

28 April 1796, ibid., .2:42.

38 Ibid., p. 45.
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the blood of your sons shall fatten your corn-field: you

are a mother--the war whoop shall wake the sleep of the

cradle.',39

Historians have generally treated Ames's speech

unkindly. John C. Miller has written of Ames's ill health

and his enormous capacity for self-pity. During his speech,

writes Miller, "congressmen were riveted to their seats both

by his eloquence and by the momentary prospect of seeing him

collapse and be carried from the House."
4 0 Miller adds that

the speech probably decided no votes. Predictably, Ames's

biographer, Winfred Bernhard, claims otherwise. It is rea-

sonable to assume, according to Bernhard, that Ames's speech

had a strong influence. This is an exaggeration, but with

the outcome being decided by a single vote, one cannot dis-

miss the possibility that Ames may have played a vital role

in the Federalist victory. Though not part of the strategy,

the speech provided a boost at a most opportune time.

One day later, on April 29, the vote taken in the

Committee of the Whole was forty-nine for and forty-nine

against. The chairman of the Committee of the Whole,

3 9 Ibid., p. 50.

40John C. Miller, The Federalist Era: 1789-1801 (New

York: Harper and Row, 1960), p. 175.

4 1Winfred Bernhard, Fisher Ames, Federalist and

Statesman: 1758-1808 (Chapel Hil: University of North
Carolina Press, 1965), p. 272.
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Frederick Muhlenberg of Pennsylvania, then cast his vote in

favor of the appropriations bill. Just as in the Senate,

the vote was close, but the Federalists emerged victorious.

The triumph was due, at least in part, to better leadership.

As usual, Hamilton was the treaty's best friend. To be

sure, he was irresolute at first. Preoccupied with his pri-

vate law practice in early March, his advice was tentative

and indecisive. For example, his initial reaction to

Livingston' s motion was that the only reason the president

should be required to turn over papers of this nature was

for purposes of an impeachment hearing.42 Washington ulti-

mately incorporated this idea into his message to the House.

It was unnecessary, and it angered many of the Representa-

tives. Dumas Malone, Jefferson's definitive biographer,

lables it "the most galling thing about" the message. 43In

additon, when Hamilton drafted a formal response for the

president to give to the House on the question of the

papers, it was not suitable, and anyway, it arrived too late

for Washington to use.44

4 2Hamilton to Washington, 7 March 1796, Hamilton

Papers, 20:69.

4 3Dumas Malone, Jefferson and the Ordeal of Liberty

(Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 1962), p. 257.

4 4 Broadus Mitchell, Alexander Hamilton: The National

Adventure, 1788-1804 (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1962), p. 348.
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But, as always, Hamilton recovered and took charge of

orchestrating the Federalist strategy. In the House, Feder-

alist leaders shrewdly managed Hamilton's plan. Foremost

among them was Sedgwick. A man of impeccable credentials as

a Federalist, he enjoyed the confidence and trust of both

Washington and Hamilton.45 James Hillhouse of Connecticut

was also a faithful Hamiltonian lieutenant. He worked tire-

lessly for implementation of the treaty and was singled out

by South Carolina's Robert Goodloe Harper as "among its

ablest advocates." 4 6

Republicans, on the other hand, were not blessed with

such effective leadership. The closest thing to a leader

they had was Madison, and he did almost nothing during the

last days of April as the Republican majority slipped away.

Madison had supposedly regained his leadership by challeng-

ing Washington's constitutional interpretation, but even

that is uncertain. Sedgwick considered Albert Gallatin of

Pennsylvania to be the most formidable Republican, a view

4 5 Richard E. Welch, Theodore Sedgwick, Federalist: A

Political Portrait (Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan
University Press, 1965), p. 158.

4 6 Robert Goodloe Harper to Constituents,

15 April 1796, Elizabeth Donnan, ed. "Papers of James A.
Bayard 1796-1815," in Annual Report of the American

Historical Association, 2 vols. (Washington, 1915), 2:22.
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shared by Gallatin's biographer, Raymond Walters.4 The

crux of the matter is that the Republicans had several able

spokesmen, but none of them excelled at coordinating politi-

cal strategy or exerting discipline on recalcitrant members.

The most resourceful Republican, Thomas Jefferson, "sat on

the sidelines."

Too much should not be made of the leadership factor,

however, for other considerations come into play. The

stuggle for the treaty in the House of Representatives was

more revealing than the Senate debate had been. In the

Senate, the Federalists, with a decisive majority, moved

quickly to a decision. The House, on the other hand, more

nearly represented a microcosm of the United States. Coming

from many diverse districts, its members were generally not

as urbane or nationalistic-minded as their senatorial coun-

terparts. With so nearly representative a group, their

activities, all recorded for posterity, were quite reveal-

ing. The overriding characteristic was partisanship. In

the House debate, this took the form of fear and suspicion,

particularly among Republicans. They made known their

intent to kill the treaty and then initiated a crisis to

achieve this objective. For weeks after the introduction of

4 7Welch, Theodore Sedgwick, p. 151; Raymond Walters,

Jr., Albert Gallatin: Jeffersonian Financier and Diplomat

(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1957), p. 147.
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the Livingston motion, not one piece of business was placed

under consideration as protagonists argued the motion's

constitutionality. Since the request for the papers was

largely beside the point, the motion reflects a preoccupa-

tion with maintaining legitimacy. A few key members of the

party focused on a definite foreign policy objective; most,

however, seemed more interested in striking a blow at the

Federalists.

Republicanism was a fleeting thing. Men became

afflicted with its fever and then were cured. They were

aroused by Livingston's motion, but demoralized by

Washington's refusal to comply with it. Indignantly, they

rallied around Madison's challenge to the president but then

withered away under the Federalist counterattack. Based as

it was on sentiment and opposition, Republicanism was dif-

ficult to sustain at high emotional levels. Though not

responding to Madison's tactical leadership, Republicans

took their cues from him more than from anyone else. But

whereas Madison had a rather sophisticated percipience, the

outlook of most of his followers was distorted by an uncrit-

ical enthusiasm for a philosphy that they imperfectly

understood.

The Federalists were more methodical, more purposeful,

and incomparably more knowledgeable. They looked to

Hamilton for leadership but not for orientation. They
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instinctively understood the gravity of the diplomatic pro-

cess and perceived its nuances. Their support of the treaty

was based on rational deliberation. True, they used "scare

tactics" to win approval, but this may be seen more as a

conscious strategy than a heartfelt outburst.

The future, nevertheless, belonged to the Republican

party. Its basically sound framework would guarantee a long

existence and wide popular appeal while the Federalists, at

the height.of their effectiveness during the treaty battle,

would be denied public support in the following years. But

in 1796, the nation could be thankful that the Federalist

philosophy had prevailed.



CHAPTER V

AFTERMATH

After the appropriations battle, the treaty debate was

academic. Like it or not, the provisions of Jay' s Treaty

became an integral element of American foreign policy. Even

before the money was appropriated, Secretary of State

Timothy Pickering was busily soliciting commissioners for

the treaty's boards or arbitration. In addition, some men

volunteered their services without being sought.2

These boards met with mixed results. The Commission

on Prewar Debts , provided for by Article VI, proved to be a

veritable minefield. With the best intentions, representa-

tives of both nations began their meetings in Philadelphia

in April 1797, but complications immediately arose. In the

first place, the claims of British merchants were grossly

exaggerated. Secondly, difficulties ensued over questions

of legal impediments regarding the creditors' efforts to

1Pickering to Alexander Hamilton, 22 March 1796,
Alexander Hamilton, The Papers of Alexander Hamilton, ed.
Harold C. Syrett, 26 vols. (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1961-79), 20:80.

2 Christopher Gore to Rufus King, 19 November 1795,
Rufus King, The Life and Correspondence of Rufus King, ed.
Charles R. King, 6 vols. (New York: G. P. Putnam's. Sons,
1900), 5:32. Gore served on the Seizure Commission.

83
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collect. The Commission endeavored to ascertain which state

laws constituted "legal impediment," and this proved nearly

impossible to determine. Thomas MacDonald, a British com-

missioner, attempted to simplify matters by declaring every

cause of delay an impediment. This was too much for the

American commissioners. They lapsed into hopeless wrangling

over each case. Finally, in July, the representatives dis-

banded in anger.3

The Boundary Commission had a happier history. This

group met to decide which of several rivers was the St.

Croix, or, in other words, which river was the international

boundary between Maine and Canada. Flexibility character-

ized both the American and British contingents, and each

side acknowledged a willingness to accept the judgment of

the Commission.4 In the end, the Schoodiac was designated

as the St. Croix River of the Peace Treaty of 1783.5

A third Commission dealt with the issue of seizure.

Meeting in London, its members overcame the minor discor-

dance which hindered their factfinding. Principally these

quarrels included sorting out those cases whose plaintiffs

3Bradford Perkins, The First Rapprochement, 1795-1805
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1955),
pp. 116-19.

4lbid., p. 143.

5 Charles S. Campbell, From Revolution to Rapproche-
ment: The United States and Great Britain, 1783-1900 (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.), p. 8.
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had exhausted all legal remedies from those that had not

undergone the necessary judicial process. The difficulty

was that the courts were overloaded, and some cases seemed

to be hopelessly buried under a mass of legal red tape.6In

an uncharacteristically generous gesture, high level British

officials put pressure on the courts to move more quickly,

and their pace stepped up. The Seizure Commssion was not-

ably successful, not only in assigning individual awards but

also in helping to preserve good relations between the two

nations.

In sum, the Jay treaty fit nicely into the rapproche-

ment that was to exist between the United States and Great

Britain. Despite the problems that remained, the four

years of John Adams's presidency, 1797-1801, witnessed a

welcome respite from Anglo-American hostilities. Not only

did trade flourish, but on the whole, the two nations made

a sincere effort to overcome the considerable animosity

between them. The failure of the treaty to address impress-

ment was a crucial ommission, but the provisions on the

other outstanding issues such as trade and the northern

posts were beneficial. Another area of cooperation was of

a military nature, consisting of both naval convoys and the

exchange of weaponry.

6 Perkins, First Rapprochement, p. 116.
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The American need for naval protection of fleets and

for small arms and naval cannon was the result of the

"Quasi-War" with France, 1798-1800, for American relations

with that country were strained sufficiently to confirm the

worst fears of the Jeffersonians. The United States had

surrendered the principle of "free ships make free goods"

in Jay's Treaty, an act which severely damaged French trade.

In addition, French leaders looked with extreme disapproval

on the American signing of a treaty with their bitter enemy.

Brave attempts by James Monroe, the American minister to

France, to placate the officials with explanations were to

no avail. Still, Secretary of State Timothy Pickering

blamed Monroe for France's displeasure and recalled him in

disgrace. Monroe, however, had represented the United

States admirably.7 If he were pro-French, he was less rigid

in his ideological attachment to France than John Jay had

been to England. Such a friendly disposition was a neces-

sity if the lines of communication were to remain open

between Monroe and the French Directory. Yet nothing short

of rejection of Jay's treaty by the United States Senate

would have cooled the anger of the French leaders. As it

was, they virtually severed diplomatic relations with the

7Albert Hall Bowman, The Struggle For Neutrality:

France-American Diplomacy During the Federalist Era

(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1974), pp. 249,
261.
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United States, recalling their minister and refusing to

accept Monroe' s replacement as minister plenipotentiary,

Charles Cotesworth Pinckney.

The situation got worse before it improved in terms of

American relations. In early 1797, the Directory published

a decree authorizing the seizure of American ships, which in

effect, initiated a limited war with the United States. The

heroic statesmanship of John Adams in negotiating the

Convention of 1800, (Treaty of Montefontaine), which ended

the hostilities, and the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 eventu-

ally placed relations between France and the United States

on a more secure footing. But it was abundantly clear that,

in terms of its policy towards France, the United States had

paid a high price and taken a grave risk by signing Jay's

Treaty.

Repercussions were also felt in domestic American pol-

itics. Jay's Treaty bore all the marks of a Federalist

scheme. In this scheme, however, were many of 'the elements

comprising what would historically be regarded as the Ameri-

can style of diplomacy--preoccupation with national self-

interest, emphasis on peace, a passion for secrecy, and,

especially, an activist role for the president of the

United States.

The president was the "indispensible man." Without

Washington, the Federalists could not have hoped to imple-

ment the treaty. John Quincy Adams observed, "At the
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present moment, if our neutrality be still preserved it will

be due to the President alone. Nothing but his weight of

character and reputation, combined with his firmness and

political intrepidity, could have stood against the torrent

that is still tumbling."8 Washington was indeed the target

of a great deal of abuse. 9  This abuse took its toll and was

a major factor in his decision to retire at the end of his

second term.

Washington's role in the ratification process, how-

ever, was that of a figurehead. Even a highly sympathetic

biographer, Esmond Wright, admits that the president "does

not appear as a very forceful leader in his own Administra-

tion. "10 Hamilton continued to exert great influence. In

his classic 1923 account of the Jay Treaty, Samuel Flagg

Bemis stated, "It could better be called Hamilton's

Treaty." Bemis carried the story only as far as the nego-

tiations, but his statement about Hamilton is equally valid

8John Quincy Adams to Sylvanus Bourne,

16 December 1795, John Quincy Adams, Writings of John Quincy

Adams, 7 vols. ed. Worthington Chauncey Ford (New York: The

Macmillan Co., 1913), 1:467.

9 See James D. Tagg, "Benjamin Franklin Bache's Attack

on George Washington," Pennsylvania Magazine of History and

Biography 30 (1976):191-230.

1 0 Esmond Wright, Washington and the American Revolu-

tion (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1962), p. 192.

1 1Samuel Flagg Bemis, Jay's Treaty: A Study in Com-

merce and Diplomacy, 2d ed. revision, (New Haven: Yale

University Press, 1962), p. 373.
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for the ratification and appropriations battles. Only once

was Hamilton's primacy among Washington's advisors in doubt.

When the treaty arrived in March 1795, the president did not

consult with the New Yorker, preferring to take counsel with

Secreaty of State Edmund Randolph. Perhaps Washington,

being disappointed with the treaty, was inclined to blame

Hamilton's pro-British ideas for the treaty's defects.

Another possibility is that Washington was intent on keeping

silent about the treaty and would communicate only through

diplomatic channels. Randolph of course was secretary of

state, and Hamilton held no official position in the govern-

ment.

Randolph's fall from grace not only left Washington

with no other trusted advisors but at the same time jolted

him into alarm about French influence in the United States.

Thereafter the president was more tolerant of Hamilton's

views. Nor did he resent being dependent on Hamilton. On

the contrary, he was humbly grateful and regarded his former

secretary of the treasury's absence from the government with

deep regret.12

The president was indeed fortunate to have Hamilton as

his principal advisor. This writer may state, at the risk

of appearing irreverent, that Washington was "in good

12Washington to Hamilton, 3 July 1795, Hamilton
Papers, 18:469; Washington to Hamilton, 13 July 1795, ibid.,
p. 461.
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hands." Alone among national leaders, Hamilton foresaw the

rise of the United States as a power among nations. Jeffer-

son's vision of a peaceful utopia composed of small farmers

was not shared by Hamilton. The infatuation of many his

torians wtih Jefferson's idealism tends to obscure Hamil-

ton's contributions. In his definitive biography of

Jefferson, Dumas Malone has written, "With due allowance for

contemporary partisan exaggeration, this treaty signalized

a departure from the policy of fair neutrality which the

administration had successfully pursued under such different

circumstances when Jefferson was in office." Marshall

Smelser asserts that Hamilton "fell short of greatness only

by the margin of his distrust of the American people."13

Hamilton, however, never wished to sacrifice the

nation's neutrality, nor did his distrust of the populace,

to whatever extent it existed, diminish his achievements.

He was an Anglophile, but not nearly so extreme as arch-

Federalists Fisher Ames, Timothy Pickering, and others. His

main shortcoming was an outsized ego which led him to

13Dumas Malone, Jefferson and the Ordeal of Liberty

(Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 1962), p. 247; Marshall

Smelser, The Democratic Republic, 1801-1815 (New York:

Harper and Row, 1968), p. 80.

14Helene Johnson Looze, Alexander Hamilton and the

British Orientation of American Foreign Policy, 1783-1803

(Paris: Houton Press, 1969), p. 92.
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denigrate Washington and, later, to torment Adams.15 Other-

wise, Hamilton's foreign policy was the product of realistic

appraisal, clear-sighted perspectives, and superior polit-

ical skill.

Hamilton, unlike the Republicans, did not weigh the

pluses and minuses of the Jay Treaty. There were an abun-

dance of both, a state of events which made the emergence of

heroes unlikely. But the flaws in the treaty could be over-

come. The long-term benefits were more important. The

treaty signaled independence from Great Britain and helped

establish credibility for the foreign policy of the United

States. In a sense, it provided breathing room for the

American nation to develop. In promoting the treaty,

Hamilton was not heroic, but as so frequently occurred, he

turned out to be right.

1 5 Gilbert L. Lycan, Alexander Hamilton and American
Foreign Policy: A Design For Greatness (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1970) , p. 410.
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